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ABSTRACT

A liew type of diffraction effect, different from the standard scmiclassical ones

(rainbow, glory, forward peak, orbiting), takes place near the critical angle for total

reflection at a curved interface between two homogeneous media. A theoretical treatment of

this new effect is given for Mie scattering, e. g.. light scattering by an air bubble in watir, it

can readily be extended to more general curved interface problems in a variety of different

fields (quantum mechanics, acoustics, seismic waves).

The relatively slowly-varying Mie diffraction pattern associated with near-critical

scattering is obscured by rapid fine-structure oscillations due to interference with unrelated

"farside" contributions. These contributions are evaluated and subtracted from the Mie

amplitudes to yield the relevant "nearside" effects...

\ A zero-order transitional CAM (complex angular momentum) approximation to the

nearside amplitude is developed. The most important contributions arise from partial and

total reflection, represented by two new diffraction integrals, designated Fresnel-Fock and

Pearccy-Fock respectively. The total reflection contribution is strongly affected by

tunneling, giving use to a generalized version of the Goos-Hanchen shift.

In terms of short-wave asymptotics, in a generalized Huygens-Frcsnci-type integral

representation, the new diffraction features arise from non-analyticity of the integrand

amplitude function within the range of a saddle point.

, Also discussed are the WKD approximation, a known physical optics

approximation and a new modified version of this approximation: they arc compared with

the "exact" nearside Mie amplitude obtained by numerical partial-wave summation, at

scatterer size parameters (circumference/wavelength) ranging from 1,000 to lO.OOoOh is

found that the physical optics approximations lead to large errors in the near-critical region,

whereas the zero-order CAN! approximation is in good agreement with the exact solution,

accounting for the new diffraction effects in near-critical scattering.



1. INTRODUCTION

The standard critical situations in scmicbssical scattering, where primitive

semiclassical approximations fail and diffraction effects become important, are associated

with near-forward diffractrve scattering, rainbow scattering, forward and backward glory

scattering, and orbiting, usually related with resonance scattering.1

In the present work, we deal with a new type of diffraction effect, which takes

place in the vicinity of total reflection from a curved interface (a plane interface, for which

the theory has already been partially developed, is included as a limiting case). The effect

was identified long ago by Pulfrich,2 who believed it to be connected with the rainbow,

through a sort of reciprocity relation. Pulfrich observed scattering of white light from a

cloud of air babbles in water, rather than a cloud of water droplets in air. He saw pale

colors near the critical scattering angle 0, = 2cos~* N at which incident light is totally

reflected, where N is the relative refractive index (for air bubbles in water,

/V-0.75 and 0, « 82.8"). According to Pulfrich, 0, would play a role analogous to the

rainbow angle.

However, although it is tempting to draw analogies between the two phenomena, in

reality they are quite different. In geometrical optics (or classical mechanics), a rainbow

scattering angle is a caustic direction, corresponding to an infinite discontinuity in the

scattered intensity, while the critical scattering angle is connected with a weaker singularity,

which one may call a weak caustic: a continuous scattered intensity with an infinite

discontinuity in slope. This singularity arises from the behavior of the Fresncl reflectivities

at the critical angle: their slope shifts from vertical to horizontal, producing a cusp.3 The

diffraction pattern to which this gives rise has a superficial similarity with that for the

rainbow: "supernumerary" oscillations on the total reflection ("bright") side, and rapid

decay on the partial reflection ("dark") side. Like the rainbow, the pattern is modulated by



much more rapid fine-structure oscillations, arising from interference with paths (hat are

entirely unrelated w ith the effect under consideration.

As a theoretical model, we choose light scsttcring by a homogeneous sphere with

relative refractive index N< 1 , such as an air bubble in water, because the availability of

lhe exact Mie solution4 allows us lo perform precise numerical tests of the accuracy of the

proposed approximations. The Mic solution is in excellent agreement with experiment, as

was verified in high-resolution observations by Langtey and Mantón.5

However, like the rainbow (but unlike the glory), the effect is structurally stable,

being preserved even under large deformations, e. g., from spherical to cylindrical

geometry. Actually, observations with cylindrical "bubbles" were made both by Pulfrich

and by Mantón and coworkers (including photographs of colors).6 As will be pointed out

in the concluding section, the theory developed in the present paper can be carried over

with only trivial changes for the cylindrical case.

The results also apply to nonrelativistic quantum scattering by a two or three-

dimensional square potential barrier (conceivably of interest in connection with quantum

electron devices), as well as to acoustic scattering by a homogeneous sphere or cylinder. In

geophysics, effects associated with near-critical reflection are of considerable importance in

the theory of head waves.7'9 For a planar interface, results closely related lo a limiting form

of those derived here (when the radius of curvature tends to infinity) are known.10

In the geometrical-optic approximation to the theory of light scattering by an air

bubble in water,1' the cusp-like singularity of the Frcsnel reflectivities is reproduced in the

scattering patient at the critical angle. It is important to distinguish geometrical optics, in

which contributions to the intensity from different paths are added incoherently, from the

WKB zero-order apprmiination, in which due account is taken of the phases'associated

with the ccrctpomtittg gconicuical-optic tent», so (hat interference effects are included

The WKB apprvxmut*on, also known as primitive semiclassical approximation in the

quantum rente \t, II "•»" •'••'•«l<»t;t"' nf Young's interference theory of the rainbow.12 It plays



an importam role in the present problem, because it allows us 10 define the near-crweal

domain as the angular neighborhood where the WKB approximation departs significantly

from the "exact" Mie results. The departures, due 10 diffraction, are the new effects that

most be accounted for by the theory.

A physical optics approximation.13'14 constructed by analogy with Airy's theory of

the rainbow, predicts • Fresncl-like diffraction panem in the far field modified by

iiwufuuiccwiA direct traiisinission. It explaiiis the f u ^ ^

nterfeence with rays transmitted along a different path.5 In the domain of total reflection,

not very dose to the critical scanering angle, it b in fag agreement with thcMiccoarsc-

sirocture panera regaiding the locations of maxima and minima; it also predicts tbe angular

spacing of fine-structure modulations. These features agree with measured intensity

patterns.5 In úa vicinity of the critical scattering angle, as well as in the partial-reflection

domain beyond it, the physical optics approximation does not agree with the Mie results,

substantially underestimating the scattered intensity.* Detailed comparisons have been

hindered by the difficulties associated with removing the contribution from the

superimposed (but totally unrelated) fine-structure pattern.

The near-critical region is also excluded from consideration in treatments based on

the geometrical theory of diffraction.15 The physical effects responsible cannot be

determined from Mie summations involving a large number of partial-wave terms. Thus,

no satisfactory quantitative theory of the new diffraction phenomena in this region is

available.

In the present work, we employ CAM (Complex Angular Momentum) theory16 to

deal with near-critical scattering, taking advantage of the physical insights developed in its

applications to both clxssical and quantum scattering problems. Recent developments in

CAM theory17-18 have shown that it can yield extremely accurate asymptotic

approximations to exact results.



Here. *e do not aim at high accuracy, but rather at a basic understanding of the

new diffraction effect. Thus. »e develop just the lowest-order transitional asymptotic

approximation, keeping only dominant terms and disregarding uniformity. As a

consequence, the domain of applicability of the approximations is restricted to large size

parameters and to a limitai neighborhood of die critical scattering angle. However, the

most sizable diffraction effects are confined to this neighborhood, and no difficulty is

anticipated in improving the accuracy and extending the domain of validity of the results.

Several shortcomings in the earliest CAM treatment19 were corrected later.20"22

yielding preliminary versions of results reported here. These versions have also been

employed K> derive an asymptotic approximation to the scattering amplitudes at exactly the

critical angle.23*2*

After introducing the CAM representation, we discuss Lhe effective potential

concept and its application to the selection and physical interpretation of dominant

contributions (Sec. 2). In order to isolate the diffraction effects in near-critical scattering,

one must begin by removing the distracting fine-structure modulation. This is accomplished

by subtracting out the interfering terms (Sec. 3).

The first relevant contribution, arising from partial reflection, b evaluated in Sec. 4.

In Sec. 5, we evaluate the effects due to transmission through the sphere, which yield a

relatively minor, but still nonnegiigible contribution to diffraction. The most significant

contribution, originating from total reflection, is analyzed in Sec. 6.

It turns out that the curvature of the scatterer plays two very different roles in this

problem. One is just to spread out the range of angles of incidence; when only this trivial

role is taken into account, while neglecting tlic ciTccts of curvature on reflection amplitudes

at the interface, one obtains a "planar limit approximation" (Sec. 6). The results found in

this approximation are closely related to those obtained in the total reflection of a divergent

beam at a plane interface,10 including the well-known Goos-I lonchen shift.26 The spherical



analogue of this shift appears as an angular displacement that may be interpreted asa

tunneling effect

Hie CAM approximation, defined in Sec. 7, includes lhe dynamical effects of

curvature, which modify the interface reflection amplitudes. It contains new diffraction

integrals, the Frcsad-Fock and Peareey-Fbck integrals. In the planar limit, in a small

ncighboihood of lhe critical angle, the new diiTractk«contnl>utic«aic approximated by a

function related to Weber parabolic cylinder functions.

Other approximations discussed in Sec 7 include the WKB approximation; the

physical optics approximation; and a modified version of this approximation, with

improved features in the domain of partial reflection. Numerical comparisons and plots of

the Mie results with all these approximations are presented in Sec 8. It is found that, in

contrast with physical-optics approximations, CAM theory fully accounts for the new

diffraction effects in near-critical scattering.

The main conclusions and a physical discussion of the results, including the

connections with general semiclassical approximations and catastrophe theory, are given in

Sec 9. Readers who are primarily interested in such general features may proceed directly

to this Section.



2. THE CAM KKI'RKSKM ATION

2.1. The Mie solation

The Mie scattering amplitudes 5j (perpendicular polarized) and S2 (parallel

polarized) in the direction $ for the scattering of a linearly polarized piane roonochromafa.

wave with wavenumber k by a homogeneous sphere of radius a and relative refractive

index N (assumed real and less dun unity in the present work) are given by ^

(2.1)

where p*ka is the site parameter, our convention for die time factor is expH'aic) .

The5-functions S¡ñ ,associated with magnetic(/'= l)andelectríc(y = 2 )

mulápoles of order / .are given by:

where

e,sl . etsN', asNfi (2.3)

y , and C/U ) are the Ricatii-Bessel and Rkraiti-Hankei functions, respectively, and In'

denotes the logarithmic derivative.

The angular functions are defined by

P ii\-P lx\
PM)m r'l *y * - ».U)«-VrU)+(2if+l)/».(ji) (2-4)

where Pr is the Legcndre function of (he first kind (a Legendre polynomial when v = / is

an integer).

The scattering data are the polarized intensities



b( 0=1.2)

and àxphase difference

¿«argS.-ariS, (2.6)

fctsaead of (15). we shall manly plot the gatrnfimaioia relative to an ñotropic scantier.

Hie C> aredieratk«ofdgpobmcdinieiintk3iodiekhi»onctcore

Cor scanning by a totally leflecmg sphere.

lã. CAM representation

TTie first step in die CAM method2* b io apply to (2.1) die Poisson sum formula

where die interpolating function fiX) reduces to / ( / + i ) at die physical values of die

angular momeittum A . This requires adding and subtracting a fictitious / = 0 fcim,with

p,(costf)=i^(cos«)=i$ec2(0/2)

[cf. (2.4)), so that we get

where
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W l{ l^}-^{a}J <2I0)

and //á
0 J I afefeHankdfmciions.wiili

(*}•-'«,<*(>)• — . W«l*V,(z)*¿ (2.11)

h diese expressions, we have employed lhe tctaüowhips amone Rkani-DesscJ and Rjcatti-

Hankd fuñamos and ordinary cylindrical i m a m s .

As discussed in Sec I. we want k> evaluate only * e dominant Knm in die

«sjrcnpiotic behavior of S¡ forlarfe ^ and for 9 belonginf K» die ncar-criocal legion.

Takmc m o account previoos discussioas of die CAM method for scattering by a penetrable

sphere.1' dtis enables as » worfc widi a considerably simplified version of (2-9). duough

the following SKps:

0) We neglect die fiedóous / = 0 comribuóon. Since | ^ ' | « 1 . ih i sanois 0(1)

in the nev<riücalicgkm. in contrast «idió^nánanc contribuid O{p) [leading to

C > = 0 ( l ) in(2.7)J.

- 0 0 We keep only lhe m » 0 tom in (2.9). The dominant contributions19 will arise

from imegnls containing stationary-phase points (which are associated with geomeuical-

optic rays) or from limiting forms of such integrals in die near-critical region. Extra factors

exp(2imjr¿) with m * 0 remove die stationary-phase points and inooduce additionai

rapid oscillations that render such contributions negligible relative K> die dominant ones.

Physically, contributions WHJI m # 0 are associated with paths taking one or more

turns around the origin. While such pad» may yield imporiam contributions16-29 for

N > I , diey give rise only to small correction terms in the present problem.

(üi) It follows from (2.4) and from die asymptotic expansions of the Legendre

functions'0 that

| ^ f l ' ] ) (2.12)
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It will be seen below that |A| = O(a) for the dominant contributions in the near-critical

region, and we assume that both /? and o are » 1 . Thus, terms in p k ^ are O{orx)

as compared with those in tx. , and will therefore be neglected. This approximation

amounts to the neglect of cross-polarization effects,'2 so that only magnetic (electric)

multipoles contribute for ; = 1 (y = 2 ) .

For similar reasons, in the last expression of (2.4), we can neglect the Tint term on

the r.rts. with respect to the second one, employing the approximation

'»4(cos0)-2A/\_j(cos0) (2.13)

(iv) In (2.10), the last terms of (2. U) are 0(arl) , whereas the first terms, as will

be seen below, are 0(1) . Thus, we may neglect the last terms, employing the

approximations19

{/r}-ln'//4U>(z)a[;zl , { '}-ln'/ t(z)B[z] (2.14)

Finally, as a result of (¡Miv), the CAM representation (2.9) is reduced to the much

simplerjbrm

si(p,e)^^[i-sU)(X.p)Yx.i{cose)XdX (7 = 1.2) (2.15)

where 5(y> is given by (2.10), with the approximations (2.14). It is interesting to note

that, in this approximation, 5, is related with the dimensionless amplitude / for scalar

scattering by a transparent sphere treated in Ref. 19 by

5,<0.0>—«W.0) (216)

so that the results found for 5, apply also to nonreiativistic quantum scattering by a square

potential barrier or to acoustic scattering.
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2.3. Localization principle and effective potential

One of the most useful concepts in CAM theory is the localization principle,16

according to which, in the short-wavelength limit, contributions with angular momentum A

are associated with incident rays having an impact parameter

b(X) = X/k (2.17)

Another basic CAM concept19 is the effective potential U^(X,r) for the radial

equation, obeyed, in the present case, by the Debye electromagnetic potentials.31 In terms

of the well-known analogy between optics and mechanics, at a given wave number k , a

transparent sphere with refractive index N<1 corresponds to a square potential barrier of

height (l - N*)k* (in units h - lm -1) extending out to the radius of the sphere r • a.

The effective potential is the sum of this barrier with the "centrifugal potential" XVr2 (in

the Langer sense).1 For magnetic polarization, as pointed out above, there is a strict

correspondence with quantum scattering; for electric polarization, the boundary conditions

at r = a are slightly different, but this does not affect the ensuing qualitative analysis.

As illustrated in Fig. l(a), the effective potential for this problem is a rounded

potential step. In contrast with the situation32 for N > 1 .it does not lead to any sharp

resonances, which immediately explains why the ripple fluctuations12-27 that are ubiquitous

in Mie cross sections for N > 1 are not present for N<\. Also shown in Fig. l(a)

(where X is fixed) are four different values of k2 , at different heights relative to the

potential step: by the localization principle (2.17), they are associated with different impact

parameters. The corresponding incident rays are shown in Fig. l(b).

Situation I (Fig. I), with 0 £ X < a [cf. (2.3)], corresponds to angles of incidence

0, below the critical angle. The incident ray is refracted into the droplet, where it

undergoes multiple internal reflections. The radial turning point (classical distance of

closest approach to the center) for an impact parameter b is at r = b/N .
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Situation 2, with A = a . corresponds to incidence at the critical angle 0C , with

impact parameter b = Na . The incident ray is totally reflected, but we expect it to generate

evanescent waves within the sphere. In terms of the effective potential picture [Fig. l(a)|.

this corresponds to a tunneling effect A similar interpretation applies to situation 3. where

a < A < /? , with the evanescent wave penetration depth decreasing monotonically as A

increases.

In situation 4, with X = ft, the "energy level" lies at the bottom of the step [Fig.

I (a)), and the incident ray is tangential to the sphere [Fig. l(b)J. Taking into account the

vertical wall in the effective potential at r = a , this situation is very similar to that found at

X « P for an impenetrable sphere18 and we expect the physical effects to be also very

similar external surface waves ("creeping modes") are launched. The "edge domain"

contributes significantly to diffraction within the penumbra region 0 £ 9

however, for 6 » /T* , reflection becomes dominant and this contribution can be

neglected We can also neglect contributions from X-fJ» 0* .arising from rays that

pass outside of the sphere, far from the edge domain.

We conclude that, for the domain of scattering angles of interest (near-critical

region), we may cut off the integral (2.IS) at A = / ? . Furthermore, the resulting

contribution from the first term within the square brackets in the integrand, namely,

gives rise to the classical Airy forward diffraction pattern,l8 which is also negligible in the ¡

domain of interest. Finally, we see that, in the near-critical region, (2.15) may be replaced ,

by

(2.18)

V
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2.4. Nearside and farsidc contributions

The asymptotic expansion30 of P¥(cos9) for |vjsin02> 1 shows that it has the

character of a standing wave in 0 . We may decompose it into running waves by setting28

PA.4(cosfl) = OM
O )(cos«) + (24. i

(2)(cos0) (2.19)

where, for |A|sin0x> 1 .

so that QlP travels clockwise in 0 and Qx_™ counterclockwise.

Corresponding to this decomposition, (2.18) becomes

5,(0,0)-jJ-tofl+SJ'ty.*) (2.21)

with

where the superscript ( - ) is associated with ( l) and (+) wit

In applications of semiclassical scattering to nuclear physics, the ( - ) component is

known as the nearside amplitude and the (+) component as úiefarside amplitude?* The

reason for this nomenclature is that dominant nearside contributions arise from "repulsive"

paths, with negative classical deflection angles 6 = -0 , conventionally represented by

incidence on the upper hemisphere (near side), whereas farside contributions arise from

"attractive" paths, with positive classical deflection angles, such as 9 = 0 , represented by

incidence on the lower hemisphere (fur side). 'Iitus, direct reflection at she surface is a

typical nearside contribution, whereas Fig. 2 below illustrates a farsidc contribution.

The diffraction effects of interest in the near-critical region arise entirely from

nearside contributions, to be discussed in Sees. 4-8. However, farside contributions cannot

be neglected in this region: though appreciably smaller than nearside ones, they interfere

with them to produce, in view of the large phase difference, the rapidly-oscillating
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modulation of the angular pattern known as Tine structure" (Sec. 1). Examples may be

seen in Figs. 3-6 below.

In order to bring out the relevant effects and to allow meaningful comparisons with

the numerically summed Mie series, it is essential to subtract out farside contributions, so

as to elimínale, as far as possible, their obscuring effect on the pattern of interest This is

the main purpose of the evaluation of farside terms undertaken in the following Section.
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3. REMOVAL OF FARSIDE CONTRIBUTIONS

3.1. The Debye expansion

Farside contributions arise from rays transmitted through the sphere after one or

more internal reflections.5 In CAM theory, they are associated with terms in the Debye

multiple-internal reflection expansion19 of the farside amplitude. The Debye expansion of

lhe 5-function (2.10) is given by16-34

where P is the order of the last term that one wants to retain and

a»

(3.4)

In the direct-reflection term (3.2), R$ is the external spherical reflection

coefficient, given by (cf. (2.11)]

[lfi)-Ne,[la)

In (3.3), we have

where /?,','' is lhe internal spherical reflection coefficient
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The inwards and outwards spherical transmission coefficients 7¿'' and 7//' in

(3.3), respectively, are given by

7*'(A./!)s| + *g>a./». 7£)(A.0) = l + 4;>a./I) (3.8)

The Debye term 13.3) is associated with transmission after {p— I) internal reflections,

and (3.4) represents the remainder after (/>- 1) internal reflections.

Substituting (3.1) into (2.22), we finally obtain the Debye expansion of the farside

scattering amplitude

(3.9)

3.2. Evaluation of farside amplitude

We want to evaluate the donünant asymptotic contributions to (3.9) for large values

of both p and a = Nfi , in a neighborhood of the critical scattering angle 0, .

a, = ^ - 2 0 í = 2s¡n lW , 9t=sto-*N (3.10)

where 9t is the critical angle of incidence and

W s ( | - W J f (3.11)

Under these conditions, as will appear below, the main contributions arise from values of

A well below a , so that, for all Hankel functions involved in (3.9), we may apply the

Debye asymptotic expansion-50

) ( ) ( ) ] J (3.12)
together with the approximation (2.14), that leads to
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where upper and lower signs correspond to the upper and lower reflection coeffícient,

respectively. We may also employ the asymptotic expansion (2.20) in (3.9).

The dominant contributions to the farside amplitude arise from geometric-optic

rays, which, in the A-plane, are associated with stationary-phase points, i. e., real saddle

points.19 To look for such points in the various terms of (3.9), we set

k spsia wi s asin wt (3.14)

with 0 iS tv, ¿ a/2 along the path of integration. By the localization principle (2.17), w,

can be interpreted as the angle of incidence of rays associated with the represeniation (3.9),

while w, is the corresponding angle of refraction.

With the above approximations and transformations, the dominant phase factor in

the integrand of 5<¿> in (3.9) is found to be [cf. (4.10))

«p{-2f/coiHt-^±£-MtjsintJl (3.15)

Differentiating the exponent with respect to if, , we find that there is no stationary-phase

point within the path of integration (direct reflection is associated with repulsive paths, not

with attractive ones).

The dominant phase factor in the integrand of S£* is found to be

expjZi/Jli/V/» cos » , - # / » [ — -H-j jsinwj J - C O S H ^ + I — wt \sinwl \> (3.16)

Differentiating IIK- CX|HMK.IU with K-SJKVI U> H-, , we find that a stationary-phase point

"i = 9t, • ^ I = ^J, m u s t satisfy the simultaneous equations •

0 . sir,0lf = Nsin0u (p-\,2,.) (3.17)



With N < I . these equations have no solutions for p - I : all directly transmitted

ray paths are repulsive. But their are solutions for p > 2. The lowest-ofdcr farside path

that contributes, p = 2 . is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The saddle-point evaluation of S^' yields, as the dominant term.

T m4Ne

f ü ^ l H M , 0 1 (p = 2.3....) (3.18)
where

^ ^ ^ ^ (3.19)

and 9lp and 0 2 , .determined by (3.17), are. respectively, the angles of incidence and of

refraction of the farstde geometrical-optic ray that emerges in the direction 6 after (p - 1)

internal reflections.

The result (3.18) represents the dominant contribution to the WKB approximation

of 5J^ . Its modulus squared yields the geometrical-optic contribution1 • to the intensity

from this term. However, the sum of several amplitudes of the form (3.18) goes beyond

geometrical optics by taking coherence and interference effects into account.

The square root in (3.18) is the beam divergence factor Dp for a multireflectcd

beam12 and the two factors that follow it represent, respectively, T^T^ and \$\)

where T¡f} , 7j(/' and /?,','' are, respectively, the Frcsncl transmission and internal

reflection amplitudes at a plane interface21 associated with the angles 0,, , 0lf and

polarization y The phase factor ( - / ) '" represents lite cumulative delay arising from the

crossing of focal lines.12

For p » I .we find that

< 3 ' 2 O )



fl. . ttt and M arc defined by (3.10 11>• It follows tnai

Hi;1 --l*NeJ[ie,+O)/(\tp)] (p » 1) (3.21)

so that one approaches total reflection when the number of internal reflections increases,

lliis leads to a relatively low convergence rate of the farside Dcbyc terms for large p .

Indeed, at 0 = 0, ,(3.18) (3.21) yield

i/H m, - ãáfjfe*/?) (P »i) 022)

which converges only like p'1 . Note, however, that successive contributions differ in

phase by JB7, so that corrections to JS**'| after/; terms go like (p + 2)'2 .

The convergence is somewhat faster for polarization 2 (parallel), as may be seen

from (3.21) with e2 = AT2 . This effect is enhanced, for N - 3/4 , by the accidental

proximity between 0n and Brcwstcr's angle, making the number of farside subtractions

needed to remove most of the fine-structure oscillations from the Mie amplitudes much

smaller for polarization 2 than for polarization 1, as will now be seen.

3.3. Subtracted Mie amplitudes

We define

when; 5, is die "exact" Mie amplitude, given by (2.1), and the subtracted terms are given

by (3.18). Note that farside contributions are not removed completely by this subtraction

procedure, both because P is finite and because (3.19) contains only the dominant

asymptotic farside contribution to the Dcbyc term of order p (e. g., it does not include

higher-order WKB corrections). Nevertheless, we refer to (3.23) as the subtracted Mie

amplitude to order P .
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In fig. 3<a). with rV = 0.75. we compare the "exact" polarization 1 gain function

(cf. (2.7)1 C, . for 0 = 1.000 and 75° £ 0 5 9 0 ° . with die subtracted gain functions

obtained from (3.23) to oiders P = 2 (only one term subtracted) and P = 100. We see that

the fine-structure oscillations in polarization 1 are quite large, and that subtraction of the

p = 2 farsideterm alone still leaves a lot of fine-structure "beats* to be removed With

P = 100. most of the fine structure has been removed.

Fig. 3(b) shows the effect of "peeling away" successive layen of fine structure

from G\ for /J= 10.000 and 78* S 0 á 84*. We see that sizable beats remain even after

three subtractions, and a careful comparison between P = 10 and P * 100 still reveals

some differences.

For the polarization 2 gain function G, , plotted in Fig. 4 for 0=5 ,000 and

80*50586" , we see that u^eanipUtuá^ of fiiK-stnKttire osculations is a good deal

smaller (because of the proximity to Brewster's angle). Subtraction of the p = 2 farside

fenn alone already removes most of the fine structure, as illustrated by the upper curve in

Fig. 4 (note the different plot scale), and the main effect of going to /*= 100 isto

introduce some additional smoothing.

Since both S\ and 52 contribute to the phase difference 5 [cf. (2.6)1, one needs

to go to large values of P to remove Tine structure in this case. This is illustrated in Fig. 5,

which shows cos5 for 0 = 100 and 40" 5 0 $ 130° .exhibiting large fine-structure

oscillations, some of which persist for P = 2 (upper curve, with different plotting scale),

but are practically eliminated for P » 100 . The farside subtractions reveal a dip around

106° thai was masked by the fine structure oscillations (cf. also Fig. 6(c)J.

In Fig. 6, we compare the "exact" Míe results for C,, (7, and cos S for

/?« 1,000 and 65° 5 0S 105° with their subtracted counterparts to order P'= 100. We

see that the distracting effect of fine structure is indeed removed by the faxside subtractions,

allowing us to proceed towards our purpose, the explanation of the much broader

diffraction patiem around the critical scattering angle that is apparent in these figures.
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According to the above discussion, this pattern must arise entirely from the nearside terms

Í; ' in (2.2 IK so that we now evaluate these terms.
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4. THE DIRECT REFLECTION SL'BCRiriCAL TERM

4.1. Subcritical and supracritical contributions

We split the nearside amplitude |cf. (¿22)) in» two pans,

where

SHfi.9) = -£&)iX,lf)QlJHaxe)Xd\ (4.2)

will be called the subaitical nearside amplitude and

Hcos0)XdX (4.3)

will be called lhe supracritical amplitude. The reason for these names is that, with the

substitution (3.14), the subcritical (supracritical) amplitude arises from incident rays with

angles of incidence w\ below (above) the critical angle 0C [cf.Fig.T(b)J.

The subcritical amplitude is associated with ray paths of the type illustrated in

situation 1 in Fig. l(b), for which it is useful to separate contributions from varying

numbers of internal reflections by applying the Debye expansion. Substituting (3.1). with

P = 1 , into (4.2), we find

s;vi.e)=s%(p.o)+s;t(p,o) • AS;(/?.0) (4.4)

where

) ^ x ^ (4.5)

is the direct reflection subcritical term,

is the direct transmission aid/critical term, and
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is the remainder smbcriacal term.

Each of these tenra wtH be scpumdy discussed. The svpracritical amplitude (4.3)

B associam! widi rays that undergo total reflection at the gcometrkalK>oQc level [situations

2K>4inFig. I(b) |. for which the Debye expansion is not suitable, so dot it requires a

different treatment, hi the present Section, we ducuss the direct leflecuoa subcriticai term.

In terms of scattering angles, we must also distinguish between die domain of

paniat reflection 0,<O£x . referred to as PR from now on. and the domoúic/fOM/

reflection O < 0 £ 0 , . referred to as TR:

O<0<0, (TR). 0,<8<x (PR) (4.8)

The deviation from the cribcal scanering angle $, will be measured by the parameter

{ e ) (4.9)

4.2. The WKB approximation

With the approximations (2.20) and (3.12) and the substitution (3.14), (4.S)

becomes

xexpl-2i73| COSH-, - Í £ l ^ .ir^sinnr, jlcrW, (4-l0)

where J ^ ' is given by (3.5). (3.14). Note thai the phase factor in (4.10) differs from that

in (3.15) only by the substitution 0-*-0 .

The integrand of (4.10) has a saddle point at

(4.11)
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which lies within the domain of integration if $ is in PR, and outside (beyond 0c ) if 0

is in TR [cf. (4.8)].. i .«her case, assuming that the main contribution to the integral arises

from the neighborhood of the saddle point (i. e.. from the neighborhood of the upper limit,

for 0 in TR), we expand the integrand around this point, as one would in the saddle-point

method, yielding

f ) (4.12)

where e is given by (4.9), X is given by (3.14), with

wt=wt+v (4.13)

and we have assumed that

flvfocl (4.14)

in the portion of the domain of integration that contributes significantly to the integrai

In the PR domain, sufficiently far from critical scattering, (4.12) should just yield

the WKB result associated with the directly reflected geometrical-optic ray. As was done in

Sec. (3.2), we may then employ the approximation (3.13) for R^ . From (4.12), we see

that the range of the saddle point, i. e., the domain in v that contributes significantly, is

In order that the saddle-point method may be applied, the full range of the saddle point

(4.11) must be included within the domain of integration in (4.12). This requires

c<0 and \c\» (Mp)'* (4.15)

where we have employed (3.10). s

Assuming the validity of (4.15), the saddle-point evaluation of (4.12) leads to the ,

zero-order WKB result
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2 , , . . , . . , , _ m * exp[-20sin<»/2)] (4.16)

The expression within curly brackets is the Fresnel external reflection amplitude31

associated with the angle of incidence (4.11). For > = 1 .the result is related by (2.16)

with the corresponding resultl9 for scalar scattering. The first-order WKB correction 6S*0

for both the scalar or electromagnetic34 case satisfies
f u |

S5*O0.6)/S*0{fi.0) = 0|/r'[/V2 - cos'(0/2)]~ I (4.17)

This correcuon does not become very large within the domain (4.15), but it blows up at the

critical scattering angle (3.10). Thus, even though the zero-order WKB approximation

remains well-behaved as 6-* 9, , the divergence of the first-order correction signals the

breakdown of this approximation outside of the domain (4.15), arising from the cusp

singularity in the Fresnel reflectivities. We now deal with the near-critical domain, where

From now on, it is therefore assumed that | f j « 1 .

4.3. The Frcsnel-Fock integral

It follows from (4.9) and (4.11) that, in the A plane, the saddle point A = /Jsin iv,

is such that

X-a = 0[M«n f-/V(l-cos£:)]=M/fc+0(/te2) (4.18)

so that the saildlc point coincides w ich (he upper limit of integration of (4.12) at lhe criticai

scattering angle and is close to the upper limit in the near-critical domain. This invalidates

the approximations employed following (4.14) in two ways:

(i) The Debye asymptotic expansion (3.12) that led to (3.13) can no longer be

employed to evaluate (fa) and (2o | in (3.7) [cf. (2.14)J. Physically, this means that
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lhe effects of the curvature of the spherical surface become important, so that the

reflectivities can no longer be approximated by their planar-interface Fresnel limits.

Correcting the reflectivities eliminates the cusp singularity and the divergence at the critical

angle.

(ii) Although the dominant contributions to (4.12) still arise from the neighborhood

of the saddle point (in view not only of the usual saddle-point arguments, but also of the

sharp peaking of the reflectivities at the critical angle), the saddle-point method is no longer

directly applicable, because part of the range of the saddle point lies outside the range of

integration.

The most thorough procedure to deal with point (i) would be to employ the uniform

asymptotic expansions of the cylindrical functions1*. However, our goal is to find the

lowest-order approximation that will allow us to explain the new diffraction effects in the

near-critical region. Thus, we sacrifice uniformity and high accuracy, by employing a

transitional asymptotic approximation to the cylindrical functions: the Schõbe

approximation, which, to lowest order,19 is

where Ai denotes the Airy function. Applying this to (2a) in (3.5) [but still employing

(3.12) for (1/7) and (2/JJJ, wefind

where

y'styaf (4.21)

and we have introduced the new notation

HVf/V; XI a «-""(iV^/Mjln' A i f e ' ^ X ) (4.22)

Within the domain of applicability of the Schobe approximation, according to (4.20), the

deviation of j/?^'| from unity (total reflection) remains 0{y') .
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Replacing v by

[ j \ - (4.23)

in (4.13). and taking (4.14) into account, we find that, in (4.20).

y\X-a)«

For e~6, , by (4.14) and (4.22), we have

so that the last term of the above expression may be neglected. Thus, substituting these

results into (4.12):35

where the lower limit has been replaced by -«° and

X s r'{p[cos(0/2)-¿V]+[0sin(0/2)f u} (4.25)

If the deviation £ from the critical scattering angle (4.9) satisfies | f ) « 1 , we

have

X • r'(Sipe - \ Npe1 + JÑpu)

As will appear below, |cj = C?(/3"K) in the near-critical region, so that fpe2 « 1 can be

neglected in this expression. Thus,

X-Y'JÑjjyMpe+u) (4.26)

so that the upper limit of integration in (4.24) corresponds approximately to u = —y¡Mfie .

The integral in (4.24) resembles a Fresnel integral, except for the first factor in the

integrand, arising from (4.20), which is similar to that appearing in Fock-type functions.28

We therefore call (4.24) a FresnelFoik integral. For its numerical evaluation (see

Appendix B), it is convenient to proceed as follows:
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(i) In PR. where the stationary-phase (saddle) point u = 0 falls within the domain

of integration, we deform the path of integration to go from «****«» to the origin (this

deformation is allowed), then from the origin to w along the teal axis [where u = w is the

upper limit]. Along the fust pan of the path, the integrand has the fast Gaussian decay

characteristic of a steepest-descent path.

The second part is a definite integral along a piece of a stationary-phase path, so that

it has an oscillatory (Frcsnel-Iike) character, but w remains of older unity within the near-

critical region, so that the number of oscillations is smalL It is interesting to note that a

similar mixed steepcst-desccm-plus-stationary-phase path was useful in C A M

approximations to near-forward diffraction.18

(ii) In TR, where the upper limit w is negative, the path is deformed onto a straight

line from e%"4~ to w, parallel to the steepest-descent path. The integrand is still

dominated by Gaussian-like decay at large ltd; there is also some oscillation, but this is

rapidly damped by the Gaussian factor.

4.4. Discussion

The following physical effects are incorporated into (4.24):

(a) The Frcsnel-like character associated with the existence of a stationary-phase

point within the domain of integration (PR) or outside it, but close to its edge (TR);

(b) The incomplete character of the FresneMike integral, since only part of the range

of lhe stationary-JIIKISC point falls within the domain of integration (the toil end of the range,

inTR);

(c) The deviation of the spherical reflection coefficient F$ from its limiting

Fresnel value for a plane interface, due to the effect of curvature. These features are

missing in the WKB approximation, as wus discussed at the beginning of Sec. 4.3.

Although (4.24) will not match very smoothly with the WKB approximation outside of the
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near-critical domain (because we did not apply uniform asymptotic approximations), we

can employ it to estimate the angular width of this domain.

In the PR region, by (4.26), we require

|r |»(A/0)~ K (4.27)

in order for a substantial part of the range of the stationary-phase point u = 0 of (4.24) to

be included within the domain of integration. Iliis agrees with (4.15).

In the TR domain, since (4.24) resembles an incomplete Fresnel integral, we expect

(s;0| to fall off roughly like

(JMJie)"' for e * (Mp)* .

Deviations from the WKB approximation should therefore be small when (421) holds.

We conclude that the angular width of the domain where diffraction effects are significant

(near-critical domain), for the direct-reflection subcritical contribution, must be of the order

of a few times K
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5. TRANSMITTED SUBCRITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

5.1. Direct transmission subcritical term: WKB approximation

The direct transmission subcritical term is given by (4.6). At the geometrical-optic

level, it gives rise IO two angular domains:l9 an illuminated region, 6<9, that coincides

with TR, singly covered by directly transmitted rays; and a shadow region, 0>$, that

coincides with PR. For this term, the near-critical domain is a typical Fock-type

transition,*6 associated with the disappearance of one real ray.

Well within the illuminated region TR, one may apply the WKB approximation,

treating S« like SJ,*' in Sec. (3.2), i. e.. employing (2.20) and (3.12). Thus, the saddle

point is given by (3.17) for p = 1 , with 9 -• -9 (because Qt_f} -» G4_j(l)). yielding

X = a[l - 2/Vcos(0/2) + N*l* sin(0/2) (5.1)

provided that f[a - X)» I , in order that (3.12) with x-a may be employed. From

(4.9) and (S.I), we find that, for eoc 1 , this condition is equivalent to

e»f (5.2)

The saddle-point evaluation of (4.6) yields, as its dominant term, the zero-order

WKB approximation

where

(m = l,2) • (5.4)

and t?i and &i are related to 9 by

tan 9, = /Vsirt(0/2)/[l - Ncos{9/2)), 0t = sin'^sin 9JN) (5.5)
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allowing u s " to express (5.3) directly in terms of 6 . The expression within square

brackets in (S.3) is the beam divergence12 factor D\ and the folio* ing factor is the

product of the internal and external Frcsncl transmission amplitudes, so that, by (3.8) and

(3.13). the WKB result may be rewritten as

0,-0» / (56)

We note that (5.3), if continued to the shadow boundary 0 = 0, , would vanish there.

The first-order WKB correction,19 similarly to (4.17), would blow up if continued

to the critical scattering angle; the condition for it to remain small is equivalent to (5.2),

namely. 0,-0» y' .

5.2. Fock-type approximation

According to the above discussion, the near-critical domain where diffraction

effects are significant for the direct transmission subcnrical term should be given by

e=O(Y) (5.7)

Since the saddle point (5. 1) would approach X-a for 9 -* 0, .we expect that the main

contribution to (4.6) in this region will arise from the domain y i A - a j = 0(1) .where the

Schobe approximation (4.19) may be applied for x = a .

Thus [cf. (412)|. (4.6) becomes

, - I — wx jsinw, ></tv, (5.8)

where, by (3.8) and (4.20),

i# cosw,
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with X =ps\nwl .

By (3.7) and (3.8).

(5

where we have employed the Wronskian*> of Hx
{t\ tf ,(2) . Again in the Schõbe

approximation, this becomes

( 5 n )f' -a))

Since the main contribution to (5.8) in the domain (5.7) arises from the

neighborhood of the upper limit where the Schõbe approximation is valid, we expand the

integrand around this point, setting

",«<W. Ç^f1) (5.12)

so that (5.8) becomes, with the above approximations.

f , (5.13)

where we have set

(5.14)

and t9» 1 is the boundary of the domain that yields significant contributions.

In order to convert (5.13) into an integral with fast-decreasing integrand, we rotate

the path of integration to the straight line i^e'^x . This is allowed, because the path

stays away from the Reggc-Debye poles19 {roots of the integrand denominator in (5.13)J.

The final result is
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i (5.15)

where we have neglected the O(y') conxx-tionin the denominator of (5.13) and. in view

of the fast decrease of the integrand (dominated by a factor30 expf-jjr*) for x» 1 J.

the upper limit has been extended to infinity. Since the result is valid within the domain

(5.7). no significam contributions arise from x ie» I , in agreement with the assumptions

made in the derivation.

The integral in (5.15) is an incomplete Fock-typc function [cf. reference 19, eq.

(5.85)]. The integrand decays exponentially with £ in the shadow region PR ( e < 0 ) and

grows exponentially with £ in the illuminated region TR ( € > 0 ), where the exponent,

however, is limited by (5.7) to values of order unity. Thus, (5.15) interpolates smoothly

(but not uniformly) between the illuminated and shadow regions associated with the

disappearance of the dhectly transmitted ray, as is typical for Fock-type transitions.16

Comparing (5.15) with (4.24), we see that the direct transmission contribution in

the near-critical region is O(0~*) times smaller than that of direct reflection, which has the

typical O(J}) magnitude associated with geometrical-optic terms. This suppression effect

has a simple explanation/The zero-order WKB approximation goes to zero like (cos02)

as 0 , - » * / 2 (c -* 0 ) . A factor cos02 arises from T,(/' in the Fresncl (plane interface)

approximation, and an additional factor (co$02)^ arises from the beam divergence factor

£>l in (5.3). However, for a curved surface. 7j2" docs not vanish as 02 -» */2 : we see

from (5.11) that it becomes 0{y') . so thai the (cos02)* behavior is changed by the

curvature into a behavior tike f% = O(/J"K) , exactly the suppression factor found.
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5-3. The remainder term

The remainder subcrio'cal term (4.7) differs from (4.6) by the additional integrand

factor

where pf is given by (3.6). In the Dcbyc expansion (3.1), within the near-critical domain

(57), a term of order p £ 2 , in the WKB approximation, would have a saddle point A,

approaching X = a more and more closely as p increases (cf. (320) with $-*-0),so

that X = a is an accumulation point of saddle points for the Oebye terms. It follows that,

within the near-critical region, the dominant contributions to (4.7) should still arise from

the neighborhood of X = a.

We see from (3.6) that pt contains the internal spherical reflection coefficient

RlC , which decays relatively rapidly as the internal angle of incidence

decreases from its limiting value nfl. Also, within the domain of validity of the Schobe

approximation, along the same path of integration36 that led to (5.15), we find that (5.16)

contributes another fast-decaying factor [cf. (3.6)]

/^) (5.17)

which decays like exp^-jx*) for x » I .

For both of these reasons, we expect that the contribution from the remainder term

(4.7) is substantially smaller than that from 5', , given by (5.15). Numerical estimates

confirm this expectation. Since the contribution from S*t is already 0(/T*) times smaller

than that from direct reflection, and as we are retaining only the lowest-order dominant

contributions, we shall neglect the remainder term (4.7) within the near-critical region.
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6. THE SITRACKITICAL AMPLITUDE

6.1. The WKIt approximation

The supiacmical amplitude S* is given by (4.3), with 5{ / ) defined by (2.10).

Comparing these expressions with (4.5), we see that the only differences with respect to

the direct reflection subcríócal term are in the limits of integratioa and in the replacement of

Kg by

which, for real X , is a pure phase factor. Thus, (4.10) is replaced by

xexpj-21/íjcosiv, -í^~-»»'l]sinwl |+2i^ (6-2)

If we can treat fy as a slowly-varying phase, the integrand still has a stationary-

phase pcinl (saddle point) at |cf. (4.9), (4.11)1

v,met^(K'e)/2^et*e (6.3)

However, in contrast with (S. 10). this point lies within the domain of integration if $ is in

TR. and outside if 0 is in PR. Hie range of the saddle point is still given by

(cf. Sec. 4.2). In order for it to be included well within the domain of integration in (6.2),

we must have

e •» (ilf/J)"X (6.4)

With [t]« I ,(6.3) yields
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so that, when (6.4) holds, one can generally apply (he Debye asymptotic approximation

(3.12) to evaluate (6.1). with the following results:

#, — ttn^ V M I ^ - N 1 / » » ^ ) (6.6)

We sec Cut (6.5) is the continuation of (3.13) to X > a, with

With ¿ s / f ó n w , , ( 6 J ) b just the fresnd reflection ainplmjfc at a rdro

mal reflection domain, and (6.6) is the well-known phase shift associated with total

reflection.31 for an angle of incidence w , .

Under these conditions, applying the saddle-point method to (&2) yields the zero-

order WKB approximation

; ^ p [ t y ] ( | ) (6.7)

where

2 J ' s(^/2)

This result is the continuation of (4.16) to the TR region, and it has the same physical

interpretation.

6.2. The I'carccy-Kock integral

In the near-critical domain, the saddle point (6.3) is close to the lower limit of

integration of (6.2), and the WKU approximation breaks down for the same two reasons

discussed in Sec. 4.3 (but interchanging PR and TR).
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We expand ibe integrand of (6.2) around die saddle point (6.3). jusi as was done

for (4.12), with die same notation (4.13) and die same assumption that (4.14) holds in die

relevant portion of die domam of macgraüon. The result b

where *"> b given by (6.1).

Employüif die SchõbeappnMknatkm (4.19) lo evalúale ( o ) , and retaining lhe

Dd>ye approximation (3.12) for (10) and (2/1} . we find [cf. (4.20)J

where [cf. (422)|

Ai(X) (6.11)

Again with the change of variable (4.23) and with die same approximations that led to

(424). we find that (6.9) becomes

< 6 i 2 )

where X is still given by (4.25) and the upper limit

has been icplaced by •» . In lemu of the phase angle 4) defined in (6.1). this

appioximaiion to ff*'1 corresponds to

/Mjr-ln'AHXiJ (6.13)

The result (6.12) is the counterpart of (4.24), and its numerical evaluation

(Appendix B) follows a procedure entirely similar to that outlined at the end of Sec. 4.3,

with lhe roles of PR and TR interchanged:
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(i) In TR, where a = O ties wiiliin lite domain of integration, we integrate first

along the real interval (w,0|, where

u = w*[N- cos(0/2)lp/sin(0/2))* < 0

is the lower limit of integration in (6.12), and then from u = 0 to e~"f*°» , an allowed

path deformation. This combines a piece of stationary-phase path having few integrand

oscillations with a steepest-descent path having Gaussian decay, leading to fast numerical

convergence.

(ii) In PR. the path is rotated onto a straight line from w (now > 0) to e""***» ,

parallel to the steepest-descent path, leading to Gaussian decay of the integrand (with a few

superposed oscillations) and again fast convergence.

To discuss the physical interpretation of (6.12), it is convenient at Gist to introduce

additional (more restrictive) approximations. Since / « I and it b assumed in (6.10)

that the main contribution comes from X = (7(1), we may employ the further

approximation

With the new change of variable

[ f * = C (6.14)

and the additional assumption

\e\«f (6.15)

(which allows us to neglect terms of orders y'/te2and /te' ), (6.12) becomes

ÇjpP[p{ - Ne))

J (6.16)

In view of (6.15), we can make the additional approximation sin(9/2)»M within the

square roots, yielding37
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Jo
(6.17)

'Oil- v

where we have introduced the notations

(6.18)
; (6-19)

The reasons for these notations will become apparent later.

The integral in (6.12), as well as its simplified version (6.17), is a new type of

diffraction integral. We call it a Pearcey-Fock integral (the justification for this name is

given below). To clarify its physical interpretation, we consider the behavior of (6.17) in a

limiting situation, the planar reflection limit.

6.3. Planar reflection limit and Goos-Hânchen shift

If p is so large that

py'« 1 (6.20)

(6.19) implies that y « 1 , so that, apart from a very small portion of the range of

integration, the argument of the Airy function in (6.17) is » 1 . In that case,30

In'Ai(z) •=-•/: , (|:|>> 1, |argz|< ,T) (6.21)

so that (neglecting the contribution from the domain where (b.21) does not hold] (6.17)

becomes

[-2ip(St -Ne)\

Ç (6.22)

From (6.1(1). we see (hat <,6.2!) amount? to the approximation
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(6.23)

and. with (A - a)/a « I , this is equivalent to (6.5-6). Thus, (6.22) corresponds to the

irplacemeni of the true spherical reflection coefficients by those associated with a plane

interface at the corresponding angle of incidence tv, in (6.2). In this "planar reflection

limit", the curvature of die spherical surface is taken into account only thruugh the spread in

the angles of incidence *-, that contribute to (he result.

With the change of variable Ç = t2 , we find37

S;(P.O) - Cl/Jexp[-2/0(M - Ne)]
ZyJt

£ P [ ( , > ) ] í (6.24)

The Pearcey integral P(x,y) is defined by^WO

P{x,y) s [_ exp[i(i4 + jal + yt)\dt (6.25)

which explains the choice of notations in (6.18-19). We may rewrite (6.25) as

Pix,y) = p{x,y)+e>{x.-y) (6.26)

where we have defined the "half-range Pcarccy integral"

(f){x,y) 5 jT cxp[/(i* + xt* -•- yt)\dt (6.27)

In terms of this function. (6.24) becomes

S;(p,9)~j-j=pcxp[-2ip(M-Ne)]?£ (-x^y) (6.28)

where the star denotes the complex conjugate.

Pearcey's integral (6.25) is the diffraction integral associated with the cusp

catastrophe,*' a caustic resulting from confluences of up to three stationary-phase points.

In the present situation, only one stationary-phase point is relevant. From (6.24), we find

the siationary-phusc condition
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i» = ¿_í¿ (6.29)
2 Ai

This can be solved by iteration, if the last term is a small correction. The result is, in terms

of the HI variable |cf. (4.13).(4.23). (6.3)1

W. = 0. = 0 C
1 '

(6.30)

It follows that. in this approximation, the relationship between the angle of

incidence Q\ and the direction of observation 6 is

B^n-IB.-Sef1 (6.31)

where

represents an additional angular displacement undergone by the reflected ray (stationary-

phase path), as compared with the geomeutc&IIy reflected ray (Fig. 7). This displacement

corresponds to the well-known Coos-Hãnchen shift at total reflection.26'42 Indeed, one can

readily verify that Artmann's expression4* for tlic linear shift

jeducesto flj^'j when 0, = 0c + e , | c j « 1 . Physically, this shift arises from the

tunneling of light into the optically rarer medium (situation 3 in Sec. 2.3 and Fig. 1), as an

evanescent wave. The linear shift is of lhe same order of magnitude as the penetration

depth.

The condition that die last term of (6.29) should represent a small correction,

a "'i n the dew vat ¡on of (6.32), amounts to

f s > \ » / ( M / J M ) (6.34)

which, by (6 32), is equivalent to



i. c . the angular shift must be much smaller than the deviation from the critical scattering

angle. This condition is violated as 8 approaches i-.e critical angle ft.

To check that the displacement of the stationary phase point (6.30) from its

geometrical-optic value (6.3) causes an angular displacement of the whole pattern, we

computed the stationary-phase approximation to (6.28) in the TR region e > 0 . We

indeed found a Fresnel-like pattern, with an angular displacement given by \56™(£) at

each £ satisfying (6.34).

It should be stressed that the above discussion is based upon the planar reflection

limit, in which the only effect of surface curvature is to spread the range of angles of

incidence. The dynamical effect of curvature, which changes the reflection amplitudes from

their planar Fresnel values (6.23) to the spherical ones (6.10), is not included. Thus, for a

more accurate quantitative expression, one should go back to (6.12).



7. APPROXIMATIONS TO THE NEARSIDE AMPLITUDE

7.1. CAM and WKB approximations

The lowest-order, transitional CAM approximation to the nearside amplitude is [cf.

(4.1). (4.4)]

where S'fi is given by (4.24), 5* by (5.15), and S* by (6.12). What is the expected

domain of validity of these approximations?

To begin with, use of the lowest-order asymptotic approximations requires that

size parameters be restricted to large values. It has been assumed throughout that / ' « 1 ;

thus, the numerical comparisons in Sec. 8 will be performed for 0 £ 103 .

For the Fresnel-Fock integral (4.24), according to the discussion given in Sec. 4.4,

the angular domain of validity should be

It is convenient to introduce the parameter

as a measure of the width of the near-critical region. In terms of r; , the expected domain

of validity of (4.24) is given by

|f/rj| = r;(i) (7.3)

For the direct transmission contribution (5.15). in the approximations that lead from

(5.8) to (5.13). terns of order ¡f/yi are neglected compared with unity, so that one

should have | f ) « y' . Within the range of size parameters we treat, this condition is still

compatible with (7.3). Actually, the accuracy of (5.15) is somewhat lower than that of the



other two CAM terms in l7 1) [comparable 10 that of (6.17) as an approximation to (6.12)J;

but this need not concern us because, in the near-critical region, direct transmission is

suppressed by a factor O(P'*) compared to direct reflection, as we saw in Sec. 5.2.

Finally, for <6.12), the approximations arc essentially the same as those employed

in (4.24), so that the domain of applicability is again (7.3). Thus, the CAM approximation

may be applied for |f/rjJ = O(l) . Within the somewhat more restricted domain \e\« ?' ,

one may replace (6.12) by (6.17), with some loss in accuracy.44

The (lowest-order) WKB approximation to the total nearside amplitude is given by

"S%0.O) . 0*6, (7.4)

where 5¿ is given by (4.16). 5* by (5.3), and 5/ by (6.7). According to (4.15), (6.4)

and (5.2) [which, as noted above, is consistent with (6.4)], a necessary condition for the

validity of the WKB approximation is

\e\» n (7-5)

One should remember, however, that the neglect of higher-order internally multireflected

nearside terms (Sec. 5.3) is justified only in the near-critical region; if one goes rn.uch

beyond this region, the WKB contribution from these terms also has to be included.

According to (he above discussion, the domains of applicability of the CAM

approximation and the WKB approximation are mutually exclusive and roughly

complementary. However, we cannot expect a smooth matching between them, because of

the transitional character of the present (lowest-order) CAM approximation. A smooth

match and an extended domain of validity would require a uniform CAM approximation

(possible improvements are discussed in Sec. 9).

It is useful to extrapolate the WKB approximation (7.4) all the way to e - 0 . As

was noted at the end of Sec. 5.1, the direct transmission contribution to (7.4) vanishes at

9=9i , and it is readily ven that (4.16) and (6.7) approach a common limit, so that this
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.extrapolated zero-order WKB approximation is continuous at 0, . The geometncai-opiu'

cusp (discontinuous derivative» at 0t . however, is preserved.

7.2. Asymptotic near-critical behavior in the planar reflection limit

The planar reflection limit of the CAM approximation, in which the spherical

reflection coefficients are replaced by the Fresnel ones, was employed in Sec. 6.3 to

uiscuiS ilic physical interpretation of the Pearcey-Fock integral. In the present section ami

in the following one. we apply it both to the supracritical and the subcritical reflection

amplitudes. The motivation is twofold: (i) For very large P and very small id , the

resulting approximation is simpler than the CAM approximation and reasonably accurate;

(ii) For smaller P or larger Id. though the errors get large, the qualitative behavior

remains similar to that of the CAM approximation and is much simpler to discuss, giving

considerable insight into the structure and behavior of the various CAM terms.

The combined reflection amplitude in the CAM approximation, given by the sum of

(4.24) and (6.12). can be written as

where we hnve set u = v + H- . with (sec the comments on numerical evaluation following

(4.26) and (6.12)|

H- 5 [/V - cos(0/2)][/J/sin(0/2)]'i (7.7)

and /&' and R'" are respectively given by (4.20) and (ó. 10), where

X = y(/Jsin(0/2)j\' (7.8)

Note that v = -»• is the position of the WKB stationary-phase point, and that



for small enough Id (see(7.25)|.

We now assume that P is very large [condition (6.20) is satisfied), so that we may

employ (6.21) over essentially the whole relevant range of integration in (7.6). This

amounts to Liking the planar limit of the spherical reflection coefficients, yielding

(7.9)

where

and where we have rotated the paths of integration so that they are parallel to the steepest-

descent paths, leading to a Gaussian-like decay of the integrands for large M .

The expressions within the parentheses in the integrands of (7.9) arc

approximations to the Fresnel reflection amplitudes near critical incidence [ somewhat more

accurate than (6.23) ]. Note that the below-critical amplitude is obtained from the above-

critical one by the replacement

VV->-IVM (V<0) (7.11)

In a small neighborhood of the critical scattering angle, the results are only affected by the

behavior of these Fresnel amplitudes close to critical incidence, where the reflectivities are

close to unity, so that

IVT /. . . i - -

(7.12)

with a corresponding expansion for the other integrand in (7.9). Note that (7.12) preserves

uni tan iv to second order in ¡rrj . Since ilic dominant contributions to the integrals in (7.9)

arise from a neighborhood nf the saddle point v--w, the condition for applying (7.12)

is
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|a,(-H-)|«f,(2N|c|/M)*.r. I (7.13)

which restricts its validity to a few degrees from the critical scattering angle ior polanzaoon

I and an even narrower domain for polarization 2. But we do obtain the planar-limit

asymptotic behavior within the domain previously excluded by condition (6.34).

Substituting into (7.9) the expansion (7.12) and its analogue for the other

integrand, the first and third tcnns of the expansion give rise to readily evaluated Gaussian

integrals, and we find

x { I -

where

in which the paths of integration have again been shifted back to the real axis.

It will be useful to evaluate separately the contributions from subcritical and

supracruical reflection. To order /T* , they are, respectively:

...[ (7.16)
I — M 'L P J '

and



The first terms within curly brackets are Frcsnel integrals. The second ones can be

evaluated in terms of the Weber parabolic cylinder function Dv(z) (sec Appendix A).

According to Eq.(Al), the results are

a. is)

and

where F(z) denotes the Fresnel integral.3

Adding up these results and using Eq.(A2), we recover the first term within curly

brackets in (7.14) and we get, for the second one,

P(w)=2" V * exp(-i w1l2)DÁ(-ã e-*w) (7.20)

The cancellation between the »f-dependent Fresnel integrals in the first terms of (7.18) and

(7.19) should be noted.

The corresponding expansion for the direct transmission subcriticaJ contribution

(5.15) is obtained by expanding the exponential in the integrand into powers of e /y ' and

integrating term by term, with the help of the integrals

and (evaluated numerically)

"•s e~r\> A¡'(ff"x)" 1 - 2 3 5 " - ° - 3 6 9 4 4 4 í í?-22>
The result is
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Substituting (7.14) and (7.23) into (7.1). we finally get the planar limit

approximation to 5 ;
H in the immediate vicinity of the critical angle

According to (7.7) and (4.9),

j [ ( * ) ] j (125)

which should be at most of order unity within the domain of applicability of (7.24).

For M « 1 , we can apply the power series expansion30 of D% to obtain

(7.26)
• • 'J

In particular, at the critical scattering angle ( w = 0 ) , (7-24) yields

which differs from previous results23*25 in the coefficient of 0~*. For N - 0.75 , this

expression leads to values for C, and Gt that agree with those obtained from the CAM

approximation (7.1 >, for 1.000 < 0 < 10.000, within better than 1.5% and 0.5%,

re pcctively.

7.3. Discussion of planar limit approximation

Although the plun.v limit jppnuiiiuition (7.24) is reasonably accurate only for very

large 0 and for small deviations from the critical angle [cf. (7.13)] such that M remains
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of order unity, it is nevertheless instructive to employ it to show the qualitative behavior of

the solution45 even though extrapolating it to |wj » I .

The asymptotic behavior of P{w) for \*\» 1 follows from Eqs.(A3)-(A5):

P{w) - -jdl + -J-; + O{wM)] , w » 1 (7.28)

l (7.29)

The dominant term in each of these expressions agrees with the result of applying rhe

stationary phase method to (7.15). The continuation of the w > 0 expression through the

branch cut corresponds to the choice

Vw-u'VR (w<0) (7.30)

The function |P(w]| is plotted in Fig. 8, together with ^ H .its asymptotic limit

for |wj •» 1 . This limit is approached monotonically and quite rapidly for w > 0 ,

whereas the approach is oscillatory and slower for w < 0 . in agreement with (7.28*29).

Also plotted is the magnitude of the first term within curly brackets in (7.19). This well-

known Frcsnel pattern may be thought of as the "Fresncl transform" of the Hcaviside step

function, whereas, according to (7.15), the function P(w) is the "Fresnel transform" of

the square root function, with its branches defined by (7.30).

Substituting the asymptotic expansions (7.28-29), as well as (7.2S), into (7.24),

we find, in the pariial reflection domain.

• £ < 0

The first three terms within curly brackets in (7.31) represent the expansion of the Frcsncl

external reflection amplitude at the geometrical-optic angle of incidence, up to second order

in the small parameter of |cf. (7.12)|. Thus, they are equivalent, to this order, to the



WKB approximation (7.4); the fourth term (Fock direct transmission penumbra

contribution) adds a small O[P'*•) osciitaiorv comxiion.

Similarly, in the total reflection domain. we find

(TR) (7-32)

The first three terms within curly brackets again represent the Frcsnel total reflection

amplitude (unimoduiar to second order in the expansion parameter) at the geometrical-optic

angle of incidence, expanded as in (7.12); those terms are equivalent to the WKB

approximation (6.7). The fourth term, arising from the oscillatory term in (7.29), gives

oscillations (diffraction fringes) around the WKB pattern. For the polarized intensities or

gain functions, the oscillations have phase Mpe1 (up to an additive constant) and

amplitude envelope

where M is of order unity in the domain under consideration [see (7.25)|.The direct

transmission contribution (Ixst term within curly brackets) is also oscillatory, with similar

phase but much smaller amplitude. Because of its scaling factor fi~y' , the diffraction

oscillation remains si rabie up to very large values of (f .

The qualitative conclusions from (7.31-32) are that, in PR, the nearside amplitude

sltoidd rapidly tend twards the Vt'KB approiinuuion. In TR. live nearside amplitude

slunild exhibit diffriwtion itscillaiii 'ns around the WKB value, apprintching it much more

slowly titan in PR. The pítase of tlve oscillations slwuld be governed by the Fresnel

paran.tcr A//?fJ , anl their en\e'n >/v slumld be approximately given by (7.33), scaling

like ¡3'"' .anJwiih *,V"2 tinws '.¿r$cr nmgnitUik fur polarization!.



These conclusions arc already tn qualitative agreement with the patterns illustrated

in Fig. 6 (for detailed comparisons, see Scc.8). In view of the asymptotic extrapolation,

(7.31-32) cannot be expected to be quanütabvely accurate.

Now consider the contributions from direct (partial) and total reflection (7.18-19) to

the total nearside amplitude. Beginning with the TR angular domain, and applying the

asymptotic expansions of the Frcsnel integral^0 and of the parabolic cylinder function D_^

lEqs.(A3-5)J, we find

( i o T R )

( ü i T R ) ( 7 3 5 )

These show that the dominant oscillatory term in (7.32) arise* in equal measure from direct

(panial) and total reflection contributions. However, the last terms of (7.34-35) contain a

much larger oscillation, arising from the FresncI integrals in (7.18-19), with a size-

independent amplitud: that scales like 1/w , in contrast with (7.33). These terms, which

originate from the cutoff that separates subcritical and supracritical contributions, cancel

«ch other exactly when (7.34) and (7.35) are added, to give (7.32).

Similarly, in the PR angular domain, we find

-.«.'4 -MtSc> ]

m \ < i n " R ) " • * >
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When these two contributions arc added, both types of oscillatory terms, that found in

(7.32) as well as the much larger Fresnel oscillations, cancel out, leaving only the WKB

terms in (7.31) [the small oscillatory correction in (7.31) arises entirely from direct

transmission].

As will be seen in Sec. 8. these qualitative features of the reflection amplitudes in

the planar limit approximation remain valid for the corresponding terms in the CAM

approximation.

7.4. Physical optics approximations

A Physical Optics Approximation (POA) to near-critical scatteiing was derived by

Mantón and Ki gsbury13»14 by a procedure reminiscent of Airy's theory of the rainbow.12

The contribution from reflection, in the TR region, is found to be

where the superscript R denotes reflection. yOl isa phase14 and F is the Fresncl integral

function. The only other contribution inch: Jed is that from direct transmission:

(7.3V)

where the superscript T denot.-s transmission, r and ¿>, are the expressions in (5.6).

and Y\, is am ¡her phase.14 The I loaviside step function ll(c) restricts the contribution

to the IT; region, in agreement with geometrical optics.



Although well-defined expressions are obtained for the phases y0/ and yl; ,

Marston and Kingsbury found14 that the agreement with Mie theory is significantly

improved by replacing ( y0/ - yu ), in the TR region, by the WKB phase difference

between the total reflection and transmission contributions

ft, ~ r,, -[-^(0)-2/3sin(0/2)]-[-2/J(c, -Nc,)] (7.40)

where the first square bracket contains the phase arising from the last two phase factors in

(6.7) and the second one is the phase of the last phase factor in (5.3). This still leaves an

overall phase faaor undetermined, as well as the question of how to extend the reflection

contribution to the PR region.

Langlcy and Marston5 choose an overall phase factor such that the transmission

contribution (7.39) is just the WKB approximation (5.3). They extend the reflection

contribution (7.38) to the PR region by just omitting the total reflection phase shift -8¡

from (7.40) (which is equivalent to taking the Fresnel reflectivities at the critical angle).

With these adjustments, the POA becomes5

where

T (rua,
• sin2e \-F(-°°)\ (7.42)

|exp(-2/0sin|}cxp[-///(e)ó>
/(0)]

e-'"*\J ¡Mp .

S).&A</*.0) = -i^V^"(1 - r/)exp[-2i/?(c, -NCl)}H{e) (7.43)

To establish a connection between the contribution from total reflection in POA and

CAM. let us apply the planar reflection approximation (6.21) to (6.16):

(7.44)
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where O(e') corrections to the last term in the integrand phase have been neglected.

In the TR region, we now apply Marion and Kingsbury"s assumption that the

square root term in the integrand phase can be treated as slo* iy-varying and taken at the

stationary-phase point of the rema.nder of the phase,

0) C=l£sin(0/2)fe

! By (6.14). (4.23) and (4.13). Ç is just the geometrical-optic stationary phase point. In the

PR region, the stationary phase point falls outside of the range of integration; thus, the

dominant contribution to the integral46 arises from the endpotnt Ç = 0 in (7.42), so that the

square root term is taken at this point. The result is

where MPOA stands for "modified physical optics approximation''; 6¿ is the total

reflection Frcsnel phase shift (6.8); and C?(/teJ) terms in the phase have been neglected,

consistent with the approximations made in (6.16).

Comparing (7.45) with the POA result (7.42), we find only two significant

differences: the contribution from the Fresnel integral terms is complex conjugated and. in

2) their argument, there is the substitution

(7.46)

3) While the arguments (7.46) agree for small |f/ '¡\ . they differ greatly for larger values of

,d |r/f/| : the MPOA result (7.45) approaches ihe WKB result (6.7), while the POA result

(7.42) docs not.47

We will try to improve the POA by treating in a symmetric way the contribution

from the direct reflection sutvritical term, which is neglected in the POA. Starting from

(4.12). and employing the Fresi d approximation (3.13) to R'¿] , we again treat this

expression as slowly-varying (neglecting iis npid variation near the critical angie). Thus.



we evaluate it at the geometrical-epüc stationary phase point (4.11) in the PR region, and at

the endpotnt (critical incidence, where ft!£ = 1 ) in the TR region. The result is

[sin(0/2) + t^N* -W(0/2) J

In (7.47) we define //(0) H 1/2 so that the expression within curly brackets becomes 1 at

the critical angle. Again, this result approaches the WKB approximation (4.16) for

e<0 . \efi$» 1 .

Taking the WKB approximation to the direct transmission contribution, as in the

POA, the MPOA is defined by

stL*0.e)=s;.™<0.e)+s;OMmkifi.e)+s¡;&{fi,d) (7.48)

where the first two terms are respectively given by (7.4S) and (7.47), and the third one by

(7.43).

A qualitative discussion of the physical optics approximations in the near-critical

region, along lines similar to Sec. 7.3, can readily be given. At the critical angle 6, , it

follows from (7.41) that

Sj.",L</».0,> = - £ < - " * (7.49)
4

which differs by a factor of 1/2 from the dominant term in (7.27). The reason is lhe

omission of subcriiical reflection (which contributes an equal amount at 6,). Taking into

account the correction terms in (7.27), we find that the POA gain functions should be well

below the corresponding CAM ones at (and near) the critical angle, the difference

increasing with /} and being smaller for polarization 2.



For larger deviations from the critical angle, there is a dust: sii:ulu.:::> CX.'I'ACLT.

(7.42) and the Fresnel-intcgral terms in (7.18), apan from complex conjugation [note that

F(-w) - -F(w) and that the arguments of the Fresnel functions are approximately ths

same for | c j « 1 J. Thus, the departure of (7.42) from the WKB approximation in the TR

region has the same large-amplitude Fresnel oscillatory character as the last term in (7.34).

In (7.32), this term was cancelled by the subcritical reflection contribution, but the POA

misses this important cancellation.

The POA intensity oscillations in the TR region have an envelope with amplitude

APOA is not only larger than (7.33), but also size-and-polarization independent, and it

decreases more slowly with the distance from the critical angle. Since the stationary phase

point in the POA is the geometrical-optic one. the POA pattern should also be displaced

from lhe true one by the Goos-H3nchen shift. The differences should be smaller for

polarization 2, and should get worse as /J increases. The POA (=VVKB) contribution f-om

direct transmission (7.43) grows like e* and has the same Fresnel oscillatory character,

so that it eventually becomes dominant at larger deviations from the critical angle.

In the PR region, only (7.42) contributes to the POA, and the contribution is again

similar to the Fresnel (last) term in (7.37), giving rise to a polarization-independent term

that decays like H " : . Unlike (7.31),thiS does not approach the WKB result, so the POA

fails completely in the PR region; this is not surprising in view of its (mission of subcritical

reflection.

For the MPOA. (7.45)(7.4S) yield, at the critical angle.

where the last equality follows from (7.4), and the contributions are evenly split between

subcritical and supracriiical reflection. Since the correction terms in (7.27) are not included,

the MI'OA gain functions will have values above the corresponding CAM ones; thus CAM



is bracketed between the POA and the MPOA. Since the WKB approximation is expected

to fail near the critical angle, so also should the MPOA.

For larger deviations from the critical angle, the Fresncl terms in (7.45) and (7.47)

are almost identical to those in (7.19) and (7.18), respectively. However, while one of the

contributions is multiplied by a Fresnel reflection amplitude, the other one has a coefficient

unity, so that there is no cancellation of Frcsncl-Iikc oscillatory terms. In the TR region, the

behavior of the MPOA resemUes that of the POA, but, unlike the POA, it does approach

the WKB result at large values of e .

The main advantage of the MPOA over the POA is that it also approaches the WKB

result for large Id in the PR region, because it includes the subcriácal contribution (7.47).

However, the approach is oscillatory rather than monotonic, because of the non-

cancellation between the asymptotic Fresnel "tails" arising from (7.45) and (7.47).
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8. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS

In the present Section, we compare numerically summed Mie results (see Appendix

B for computational procedures) with the various approximations defined in Sec. 7. We

always take /V - 0.75 and subtract farside contributions out to order P = 100.

8.1. The VVKB approximation

Comparisons with the WKB approximation (7.4) are useful because it contains the

interference effects among all contributing terms, evaluated at the level of geometrical

optics. The main omitted physical effect is diffraction, so that this comparison helps define

the angular domains where significant diffraction effects (deviations from WKB results)

occur. Small deviations, of course, may be attributed to omitted higher-order WKB

corrections. Furthermore, far enough from the critical scattering angle, neglected higher-

order Dcbye contributions (beyond direct transmission) must be taken into account

Although the domain of validity of the WKB approximation was estimated to be

given by (7.5). we shall extrapolate it all the way to the critical angle ( t = 0 ) ; as was

mentioned following (7.4), it w ill then exhibit a cusp at £ = 0 . inherited from geometrical

optics.

In Fig. 9, the nearside Mie results for P = 5.1XX) arc compared with the

corresponding WKB results. The cusp in the WKB data at 0 = 0, is quite apparent. Note

that C71Vk1[B(/},t?,) = CJ>llH(^.i?,)=l , in agreement with (7.50), and that 6=6,-7} is

approximately the position cf the first peak in tlie gain functions, which gives another

interpretation of the parameter fj .
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We sec that our estimate \0 - d,\» 2 rj for lhe domain of validity of the WKU

approximation ((4.9). (7.5)] appears to be well verified. Indeed, as anticipated in the

qualitative discussion in Sec. 7.3. the WKB approximation very rapidly approaches the

Mie solution on the PR side, within a distance rf of the critical angle; while the approach is

considerably slower and oscillatory on the TR side, where one needs to go to an angular

distance at least 4-5 times rj for a reasonable merge.

The growth in the amplitude of oscillation as one goes further away from 9, arises

from interference between reflection and transmission, as was first pointed out by Mantón

and Kingsbury.14 This requires, at large enough distances from $, on the TR side, the

inclusion of higher-order near-side transmitted Debyc components, which we have not

taken into account Thus, we restrict the comparisons to the first few oscillations, where

most cf the diffraction contributions are concentrated.

In conclusion, we see that the diffraction effects that need to be explained in the

near-critical region occur within a distance of order rf from 0, on the PR side, and

within a distance of a few times t\ , covering the first few oscillations, on the TR side.

8.2. The physical optics approximations

We now compare the subtracted Mie results with the POA [eq. (7.41)] and the

MPOA [eq. (7.48)]. Figure 10 shows this comparison for p = 5.000.

The geometrical-optic cusp at 6, persists in the MPOA. It is not present in the

POA for G, and (7, , but it is present in the POA for cos5 . These breaks in slope all

arise from the I leaviside step functions in (7.41) and (7.48), where one must remember

that (7.43)is O(e*) as eii) .

As expected (Sec. 7.4), the POA. because of its neglect of subcritical reflection,

fails completely m the PR region; it lias much larger cirors than lhe WKJJ result, which H
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docs not approach at l:irçc aimlcs. exc-.-tu for cos5 . which is = 1 both for (7.42* and

(4.16). In the TR region, igain, the POA phase difference is chosen to be identical wiin tne

WKB one, so that they lead to the same results for cos<5 IFigs. 9(c) and lU(c;j. For both

G, and G2 , the POA is better than the WKB approximation for the first and second peaks

of oscillation, but gets worse for the other peaks IFigs. 9(a,b) and 10(a,b)j.

While the inclusion of subcritical reflection in the MPOA lets it approach the WKB

result in the PR region, the approach is oscillatory, in agreement with the discussion in

Sec. 1A. Thus, although it is distinctly better than the POA in this regicr. (except for cos í ,

which is affected by (he oscillations), it is worse than the WKB approximation. In the TR

region, the MPOA is generally better than the POA for G, , but without much of an

advantage. For G2 , the POA tends to be better than the MPOA, except for some of the

peaks at large t. Finally, for cos5, the MPOA is slightly better, but the advantages are

small.

In conclusion, little advantage is gained by going over from the POA to the MPOA.

In accounting for diffraction, both physical optics approximations improve on WKB just in

the region between the top of the Tint peak and the second one, but the errors axe still

considerable.

8.3. The CAM approximation
«

Comparisons between the Mie results and the CAM approximation (7.1) will be

made for fi= I,(XK) and /?= 1O.IXH). Since we have only developed the lowest-order

CAM approximation, employing transitional (non-unifonn) asymptotic approximations and

assuming that y'« I , the lowest value of /J for which it is reasonable to make

comparisons is 0 - 1.000. The planar limit approximations of Sec. 7.2 begin to be

applicable around ¡i - 10.0ÜÜ , in a very restricted neighborhood of tí, .
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The results for /?= 1.000 are shown in Pig.il. The POA and WKB

approximations are also shown. Between Jt - IJ and 8t +• f ] .the CAM approximation

provides a much better Fit to C, and cos<5 than the other approximations. Por G2 , this

is also true, except that the POA. on the TR side, approaches comparable accuracy towards

0,-1.

For 9>9, + 2ij on the PR side, the CAM results for G, and G2 are less

accurate than the WKB approximation, showing small residual traces of oscillatory

behavior. The CAM results for cosS also show some oscillation, followed by a dip near

95°. It can be verified that the Mie results for cos5 show a similar dip (absent from the

POA and the WKB approximation) about 10° further on (cf. also Fig. 5).

For 9 < 9,-1} on the TR side, the accuracy of the CAM approximation tends to

deteriorate and to become comparable to (or worse than) that of the other approximations.

Thus, at p = 1,000, the CAM approximation accounts well for the diffraction effects

within a band of width about 2TJ centered on 9, , but it is not a significant improvement

on the other approximations at greater deviations from the critical angle.

The corresponding results for 0 = 10,000 arc shown in Fig. 12. At this higher

value of p, both the quality of the CAM fit and its range are considerably improved. For

G, [Fig. 12(a)J, the differences between the CAM approximation and the Mie result are of

the same order as the residual fluctuations in lhe Mie data, not eliminated by the subtraction

procedure, except at the high end of the angular range shown, where traces of oscillation

are still present in CAM. Essentially all diffraction effects (departures from the WKB

approximation) are accounted for. The same holds for G2 [Fig. 12(b)J, with slightly

larger deviations at large distances from the critical angle. Note, by comparison with Fig.

11, that the POA errors become worse as P increases, in agreement with the qualitative

discussion given in Sec. 7.4.
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For cos5 (Fig. 12(c)|, the CAM lit is excellent on the PR side. It appears to have

somewhat larger deviations in the TR rcgn>ii. hut t:ie cDticsjxwi.imu relative errors are smail

(the vertical scale in Fig. I2(c) has a large displacement from the origin j .

We conclude that, at P = lO.IXX), iltc imcsi-onJcr CAM approximation aiready

accounts very well for the diffraction effects in near-critical scattering.

8.4. Discussion or individual contributions

In order to rétale the results with the qualitative discussions given in Sees. 7.3-7.4.

it is instructive to plot separately the contributions from the vanous terms in the CAM and

POA approximations. So as to bring out the role of interference effects, one should plot

amplitudes rather than intensities, so that we define

1.2) (8.1)

and we denote the corresponding CAM contributions by PR (partial reflection), DT (direct

transmission), and TR (total reflection), respectively associated with the magnitudes of

(4.24), (5.15), and (6.12). Similarly, for the POA, we denote by R (reflection) and T

(transmission) the contributions to (8.1) respectively associated with the magnitudes of

(7.42) and (7.43).

AH these contributions, for /?= 1,000, are plotted in Fig. 13(a) (for polarization 1)

and in Fig. 13(b) (for polarization 2). The leftward displacement of the TR curves with

respect to the R ones is immediately noticeable in these figures. This is a consequence of

the splierical Coosllãnclien angular shift discussed in Sec. 6.3. or, cquivalcntly. of the

tunnding of light within the bubble.

According to (6.32). the shift should \K eje, = N'1 = 16/9 = 1.8 umes larger for

polari7jiion 2, and a comparison between Pigs. 13(b) and 13(a) shows that this

relationship is approximately satisfied. Numerical tests of (6.32) at points satisfying
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condition (6..U) also show consistency. In fact, one can only expect an order-of-macnuudc

agreement, for several reasons: 16..V) was derived by comparing two siaüonary-phasc

approximations in the planar limit, which requires large P and small £ . tending to get

into conflict with (6.34); the CAM result is not a stationary-phase approximation; and the

POA result also differs slightly frcni that considered in Sec. 6.3 for the stationary-phase

comparison.

The POA transmission contribution (curve T), equivalent to an extrapolated WKJJ

approximation, also differs considerably from the CAM result (curve DT). although they

tend to merge in the TR region at large t [the CAM Foe k result (5.' 5) rejoins the WKB

result, though not unifonrly|. In particular, the CAM transmission contribution has a tail

extending into the PR region, where the POA contribution is identically zcro.The

contribution from partial reflection (curve DR), neglected in the POA, not only is dominant

in the PR region, but also has an appreciable tail extending into the TR region.

Let us now connect the CAM curves with the qualitative discussion of individual

contributions given in Sec. 7.3. The crossover between the TR and DR curves occurs near

6 = 0,, where they give comparable contributions. In the TR region, the amplitude of

oscillation of the TR curve is reduced by interference with the tail of the PR curve (Frcsnel

terms). This cancellation of dominant Fresncl contributions is more noticeable in the PR

region, where the oscillations of the DR curve about its mean are removed by interference

with a TR tail of (he same magnitude. The cancellation is practically complete at the far end

of the curves in Fig. 1 ?(b), leading to a strong enhancement of the DT contribution.

Fig. 14 shows corresponding results ;it /J = H),(XX>. The Goovl lanchen shift is a

good deal smaller, as expected from its inverse dependence with /? in (6.32). It shows all

the qualitative and semj-quantitative features already discussed in connection with Fig. 13.

The FresneMikc oscillations about the mean in curves TR and DR, which cancel out

through interference Ix-twccrr the corresponding amplitudes, leaving only the considerably

smaller "parabolic-cylinder-like" oscillations on the TR side (Sec. 7.3), can be seen <\uiic
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clearly ah-* çnvçtojv c>i tiií <i:n:>;>:ii

thí üil of the TR curvei.

i:.:iini^ KI the Dr" Lur.tr :,iiouiú oc J . ;¡:pareii AÜ.



9. CONCLUSION

We have developed, in lowest order of approximation, the CAM theory of near-

critical Mie scattering. Already in this order, in spite of the transitional nature of the

asymptotic approximations employed, CAM theory accounts for the new diffraction effects

that are observed and. for the first time, explains their physical origin. In terms of the

effective potential, they arise from a small neighborhood of the edge of the curved potential

step shown in Fig. l(a) (situation 2).

The lowest-order CAM approximation developed in this paper has several

limitations: its accuracy becomes high only at large values of 0 (several thousand), and it

does not merge smoothly with the WKB approximations at large deviations from the critical

scattering angle, restricting its angular domain of applicability. These limitations arc not

inherent but are merely due to focusing on the dominant contributions, neglecting

correction terms and employing various simplifying approximations, including the use of

transitional asymptotic expansions. However, it is known^.32 that CAM theory, with the

help of uniform approximations, is capable of yielding extremely --curate and uniformly

valid results, with domains of applicability that extend all the way to size parameters of

order unity. Thus, if required, it offers well-defined procedures for improving the accuracy

and domain of validity of the results.

The theory as developed to this order would apply with only minor modifications to

a variety of other problems involving near-critical scattering at a curved interface. As was

pointed out following (2.16), it applies to nonrelalivistic quantum scattering by a square

potential barrier, as well as to acoustic scattering from a homogeneous sphere. In

seismology, analogous diffraction effects must occur in the generation of head waves7'9 at

a curved interface.



With trivial changes, the theory also applies to near critical scattering oy a

homogeneous circular cylinder. In the electromagnetic problem, tur instance, the partial-

wave scattering amplitude coefficients differ from the Mie coefficients only by the

replacement of Ricatti-Bessel functions by ordinary Bessel functions.*7 and of Lcgcndri.-

functions by trigonometric ones, which agrees with the asymptotic approximations we have

.J5 employed.4 3 Thus, the diffraction effect is structurally stable, remaining basically

unaffected by the change from spherical to cylindrical geometry; indeed, experimental

^ observations2-6 were made in light scattering from cylindrical "bubbles".

Initial attempts at interpretation2 tried to correlate the effect with the rainbow, which

is also structurally stable, treating it as a "reciprocal rainbow". In terms of this "analogy",

the geometrical-optic treatment1• would correspond to the Descartes theory of the rainbow

. and the WKB approximation to Young's interference theory 1 2; the POA would be the

counterpart of the Airy theory.

However, the analogy is misleading: near-critical scattering is a new diffraction

effect, entirely different from rainbow scattering. At the geometrical-optic level, a rainbow

is a caustic direction, with an infinite discontinuity in the intensity, whereas in near-critical

scattering the intensity remains continuous: the critical scattering angle corresponds to an

infinite discontinuity in the slope of the intensity, which we propose to call a weak caustic.

The weaker nature of the singularity leads to a better behavior of the WKB approximation.

Indeed, while the zero-order ("primitive semiclassical") WKB approximation cannot be

employed in the rainbow region, where it diverges at the rainbow angle,29 it is well-

behaved in the near-critical region, where it reproduces the geometrical-optic cusp at the

critical angle. It is only the first-order WKU correction that diverges at the critical angle.

The diffraction effects in rainbow scattering^ are spread over an angular domain of

order / T H and include: an intensity enhancement of order p * ; ditfraetive changes in

supernumerary interference oscillations on the blight side; and tunneling into the ¿ark s/de.

In near-critical scattering, diffraction effects spread over a broader aiigu'.ir domain, of order



/3"M |cf. (7.2)|. Hiere is no overall intensity enhancement, The diffracuve changes in

interference oscillations on the total reflection side (where tunneling is very important) and

to the intensity decay on the partial reflection side scale like /}** , so that they remain

appreciable up to very large values of }i .

Although direct transmission gives a nonnegligible contribution, the new diffraction

effect arises basically from "a peculiar kind of reflection", to paraphrase Thomas Youngs

picture of edge diffraction.3 The new diffraction integral associated with the effect is the

combination of the Frcsncl-Fock and Pearcey-Fock integrals.

The curvature of the interface produces two very different types of effects:

(i) It spreads the range of angles of incidence. If only this relatively trivial effect is

taken into account, and the surface is replaced by its tangent plane at the point of incidence

to evaluate the reflection coefficients, the problem is mapped into that of a divergent beam

incident on a plane interface, corresponding to the planar reflection limit. In this limit, the

new diffraction effects are described (as corrections to the WKB results) by the function

P{w), related to the parabolic cylinder functions by (7.20), and defined by (7.15) as the

Fresncl transform of the square root function. Similar functions are found in th: treatment

of near-critical reflection of spherical waves at a plane interface.l0 The plot of \P(w)\ in

Rg. 8 already shows some basic qualitative features of the new diffraction corrections. The

failure of physical optics approximations stems from their attempt to describe the results in

terms of the usual Fresnel pattern, the Fresnel transform of the Heaviside step function: as

we have seen, subcritical and supracritical Frcsncl contributions cancel each other exactly.

Hie planar limit approximation is quantitatively useful only for very large size parameters

and very small deviations from the critical angle.

(ii) A much deeper effect of curvature is manifested, in the effective potential,

through the incrtial (centrifugal) barrier, which also plays a crucial role in edge

diffraction.171*'* This is r-.-ponsible fur tiis difference kT*cen the piano; arid ..pliaicai

reflection coefficients, giving rise to the F<xk-typo effects. The effective [uv.-iuial for near-



critical incidence. 1.e . around situation 2 in lig. l(at, muy tx: approximated by J iinc.iriy

rising potential step, which explains the appearance of Airy funcnons in tiic R-."* iiiiTra;'a<.[.

integrals. Taking into account these dyiuiuical effects of curvature leads to a con¿¡Jcr;iDie

iniprovcnient in accuracy and extension of the domain of validity of the approximations.

The next step beyond the transitional I'ock-type theory takes into account the curvature of

the potential step and leads to the uniform approximation, (hat should further improve the

accuracy and extend the range of applicability of the CAM theory. Thus, the planar

reflection limit, the present transitional CAM approximation and a uniform CAM

approximation provide successively better and broader approximations.

In terms of the short-wave asymptotics of Huygens-Fresnel-type integral

representations of wave fields, of the type

¡ ) [ ) ] (9.1)

where P is large and both the "amplitude" A and the "phase" O depend on one or more

control parameters e , rainbows are associated with the fold catastrophe** where O isa

cubic polynomial such that the ordinary saddle-point method cannot be applied. The

corresponding catastrophe diffraction integral41 is the Airy function.

In spite of the appearance of functions related to Pcarcey's integral (6.25),

connected with the cusp catastrophe (the next one in the hierarchy41), near-critical

scattering does not arise from this catastrophe. What breaks down in the saddle-point

method has to do with the amplitude A rather than with the exponent 4> in (9.1). In the

saddle-point method, it is assumed48 that A is single-valued and holomorphic within the

range of integration. It is this assinrption that breaks down in near-critical scattering. In the

planar limit. A goes ihmugli a branch cut within the domain of the saddle point: see (7.11)

and the remarks following (6r>). In the exact CAM representation, there is no branch cut,

but A is piecewiw arui.ytic. i- <?.. it is represented by two different analytic functions in

different ports of the range of integration, in the sukriucal range, it is given by tnc fust



term (3.2) of the Dcbye expansion (3.1) |cf. (4.5)J, involving the sp ícrical reflection

coefficient R^ , while in the supracritical range it is given by the full S-function [cf.

(4.2)]. involving the total spherical reflection coefficient ft(/'

The generalized Goos-Hanchen shift, whose presence and relevance are obvious in

Figs. 13 and 14, is a direct manifestation of tunneling. Thus, the CAM treatment of near-

critical scattering from a curved interface reveals the imponant role of tunneling in this new

diffraction effect in setniclassical scattering, as has already been found in forward

diffraction, rainbow scattering, glory scattering and orbiting,32 L e., in all semiclassical

diffraction effects known so far.

Well-documented and tested Fortran programs for doing the computations reported

herein are available from the third author on IBM or Macintosh diskettes.
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APPENDIX A. TIIK PARABOLIC CYI.INDKK 11 ACTION

The Weber parabolic cylinder function (in Whmaker s notation) DJ:) has the

integral representation49

k M r J l ) . Rev<0 (Al)

where P is Euler's Gamma function. It satisfies the relationship49

.¥.l(-z)} (A2)

For |z ¡» 1, | r | » |v̂  , its asymptotic expansion is given by49

¡ (A3)

(A4)

. -5*/4<argz<-/r/4 (A5)



APPENDIX B. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

All computations reponed here were earned out in 14-digit precision, and all

quantities were computed to an accuracy of at least 6 significant digits.

BI. Mie Theory

i

In preparation for this study, it was necessary to extend the Mie scattering '

algorithms of Wiscombe50 to the case of refractive index less than unity. Considerable care

was exercised to do this correctly, because there is danger of severe numerical ill-

conditioning due to the large size parameters and consequently long (up to 10,000 terms) '

Mie series involved. The main concern was the recurre.ice for the Bessel function ratio I

An{N(J), since this is by far the most important place where the refractive index N affects I

the Mie algorithm. It was found that, contrary to the N > 1 situation, it was never possible '

to use up-rccurrence for/*„; doing so led to disastrous errors. An always had to be

computed by down-recurrence. '

The only other issue in the Mie algorithm was the number of terms to take in the I

Mie series. The formula used in Wiscombe50 was fitted to the N > 1 case but was found 1

to be entirely satisfactory for N < 1 also. Adding 5% more terms than required by this <

formula had no effect. Using 10% fewer terms, on the other hand, had a big effect, .

indicating considerable cancellation among the first 90% of the terms (at least near the <

critical angle) and thus a preponderant influence of the ten: • in the tail end of the Mic (

series.

Before devising the method of subtracting the faxsídv cuntiibuü'urü, we tried

averaging lhe Mie results over narrow angular bins to tame the Mie fluctuations, but this >
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was highly unsatisfactory. In general, we have found that such filters leven very

sophisticated ones) areoflittle value in smoothing Mie curves; lhe Mie fluctuations ore -.er.

stnnge (appearing almost fractal in tliat there is structure within structure; ajid ore uefitmeiy

not of the sort which arc susceptible to traditional smoothing algorithms.

112. CAM calculations

The main concerns in computing the CAM approximation are: (a) replacing ¡Uilahc

upper limits in some integrals with finite values; (b) computing Airy functions Ai and Ai'

of complex argument; (c) doing the integrals by numerical quadrature.

B2.1. Upper Limits

The evaluation of the Frcsnel-Fock' integral (4.24) and the Pcarcey-Fock integral

(6.12) is performed according to the procedure defined following (4.26) and (6.13), so that

[including the incomplete Fock-type function (5.15)] all CAM integrals with infinite upper

limits have rapidly decreasing integrands—in some cases monotonically decreasing ones,

in other cases oscillatory with a monotonically decreasing envelope.

Since tf c monotonic decrease is at least exponential (in fact, faster than exponential?

with power 3/2 for (5.15) and Gausshn for (4.24) and (6.12)], it is possible just to use

finite rather than infinite upper limits without having to add in an estimate of the residual, as

long as large enough upper limits arc used. Our criterion was that doubling the value of the

upper limit should not affect the computed value of the integral to 6 significant digits.

Regarding the finite pieces of stationary-phase integrals that contribute to (4.24) and

(6.12), as was pointed out following (4.26) and (6.13), the integrands, though oscillatory,

only go through a small number of oscillations when 0 is in the near-critical region.

B2.2. Airy functions

Ic is difficult to find algorithms for computing Ai(i) and Ai'(:) for complex:.

Algorithms for real : . based en Chebysliev polynomial fits (e.g. Prince51), are easy to



find but not extensible. Sophisticated algorithms for Bcssel functions of complex argument

(including Airy functions) have been developed by Amos.52 However, Amos computes

Airy functions in terms of I and K Bcssel functions of fractional order. To us. this

seemed excessively complicated and wasteful of computer time, because the Airy functions

are entire functions without branch cuts and have simple power and asymptotic series

representations. We developed fast routines based entirely on these scries. (Our

experience contradicts Schultcn et al.,53 who claim that the power and asymptotic series are

too limited in range and slowly converging to be useful for moderate values of z ) .

The power series for boih Ai and Ai' take the form (Reference 30, Eq. 10.4.2):

where both / ( z ) and g(z) are power series. This becomes increasingly ill-conditioned as

Izl increases: either because the subtraction causes loss of significant iigits (e.g. on the

positive real axis); or because f(z) and g(z) contain large nearly-cancelling terms (c.g.

on the negative real axis). But by using 14-digit precision and allowing a loss of up to 7

significant digits in the computation, it is possible to reach up to jzj = 5.4 using no more

than 23 terms (all 14 digits are lost for |r| £ 8) . The number of terms necessary was fitted

as a linear function of |z| ( 4.75 + 3.3 \z\ for At and 5.0 + 3.35 |z| for Ai'); this allows a

more accurate and efficient summation using a I lorncr's Rule factorization.

For \z\ > 5.4 the Airy asymptotic series give equivalent precision (6 digits or more)

to the power series in 20 or less terms. The simpler asymptotic series (Reference 30, Eq.

10.4.59) is used for almost ai! z; however, it is not valid on the negative real axis, so

very near that axis {when Rc(z) < -0.998 |z| ] the more complicated scries 10.4.60 is used

instead. The scries is stopped when the final term added is below 10^ times lhe leading

term, provided that the series is decreasing at this point (which is always the case for |:|

>5). In no case is the asymptotic scries summed to where the terms start to increase, which

occurs roughly at icrni numlwr = 2l£1 where i-VSi^. Th; number of terms ncccssnry
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the power series.

The accuracy of our routines falls from > 10 significant ¿!.nfs tu rouyniy 7 digits as

|;| increases from zero, or decreases from large values, toward 5.4. The m:ly error

condition occurs for very large |? | , when üic exponential in the asymptutic lorn» muy

overflow.

He We checked our routines for Ai(z) and Ai'(z) against the routines of Prince51 fur

real z; along rays arg(z) = n¡1 and 2n/3 , where Ai(z) and Ai'(:j can be expressed in

j : terms of Airy functions of real argument using Reference 30. Eq. 10.4.9 , with z = r and

z^re^* ( r real): against Table VII of Schuken, et.aJ.53 for' Iri = 6 and arg(z) from 0

as to n in steps of JU'6 ; and against old tables of Harvard University^4 and Woodward et

al.55

g. B2J. Quadrature

The integrals were calculated using the Kronrod-Patterson method involving a

sequence of interleaving 1 , 3 , 7 , 1 5 . 3 1 , 6 3 , 1 2 7 and 255-point extended Gauss-type

ed quadrature formula? ^ Since each successive formula employs all points used by its

5 a predecessor, no integrand values are wasted when the order of the integration formula is

increased; this is a considerable merit when the ¡niegrands are as complicated as in CAM

>re) approximations. Convergence is defined to occur when the relative differences between the

. magnitudes of two successive formulae are less than IOA It was never necessary to go

beyond the 255-point formula, and usually convergence occurred much earlier in the

¡d sequence. Since it is the in:i|*niitidc of the integral whose convergence is tested, it is

possible for the nnl or imaginary part separately to be poorly converged, if one oi them is

orders of magnitude smaller than the other one; in practice, this did not prove to be a

itch

ary



UJ. Transcendental equation solution

AcconJing to (3.17). the following transcendental equation roust be solved in the

computación of the p-th term of the farside sum:

O (Bl)

Fig. IS shows fp for 0 = SO" and various values of p. The curves converge rather

quickly to /„,(#,,) = sin 0^-N as the single root approaches sin1 N. An examination

of many such cunes for different N and 9 showed always this same behavior between

0 and the critical angle there is always a monotone increase and a single root, and the

carves always converge rather quickly to f^ as p increases.

The asymptotic approximation (3.20) to the loot Q\p turns out to be excellent even

for low values of p. Empirically, it always exceeds the true root Typically it is high by

?<M0% for p = 2 ; a few percent for p = 3 ; and around 1% or less for p = 4 . By

p = 30 or thereabouts, (3.20) is good to 5-6 significant digits. Empirically, (3.20)

converges monotonically to the true root as p increases, so we stop solving the

transcendental equation as soon as (3.20) agrees with the root to 0 significant digits; (3.20)

is then used for the root for all larger values of p.

We routinely take terms up to p = 100 in the far-side sum (to ensure convergence

to roughly 4 significant digits) and evaluóte this sum at 100's to 1000's of angles 0; thus

the transcendental equation needs to be solved lüMO5 times in a typical computation.

This clearly made manual inspection of each solution impossible, soa safe root-finder with

guaranteed convergence was essential.

Our first choice for such a root-finder was the routine RTSAFE from I'rcss et al..57

RTSAFE requires the root to be bracketed, it uses Newton's Method except when the

Newton ;::p is cither loo targe or would p!:ice the next gusss for the root outside the

brackets; then it rcvens to the bisection method. Typically. RTSAFE required 5-6
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iterations (independent of p ) to converge the root to 6 significant digits. 0 and ,v2 -*e:e

t":ed as the HXM brackets because it c:m easily be shown that

/p(0)<0 and fp(rc/2)>0.

The critical angle was also tried as the upper root bound in place of nil, but this actually

inhibits convergence by forcing more non-Newton steps.

We were able to reduce the number of root-finding iterations required to 2-3 by

making two changes to RTSAFE: first, allowing the input of an initial guess [which we

took to be (3.20)1; and second, using Regula FaJsi instead of bisection (Regula Falsi

converges faster). This is almost a best-possible result.

B4. Frcsncl Integrals

The Fresnel integral F(x) = C(x) + iS(x) occurs in the POA and MPOA results

(7.41) and (7.48). The computation of this function would not be remarkable, except that

the approximate fits given in Eqs. 7.3.32 and 7.3.33 of Reference 30 and employed in

References S and 14 have serious problems for small x. We discovered this in trying to

reconcile differences between our implementation of the POA formulas and some published

numbers.

Although it proved harder than expected to find Fresncl integral routines among the

usual mathematical libraries—in particular IMSL has none—we did find them in the well-

known NAG library (sec Cowell58). When we compared the NAG values with the fit

proposed in Reference 30, we found serious errors in Six) for x < 0.4 : 4% ut x - Ü.32,

251 at x = 0.22. and growing catastrophically large for .t < 0.2. Even where the fits

based on Reference 30 were good, their errors were never smaller than a few tenths of a

percent; this hardly seems sufficient for present-day computations.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: (a) The effective potential Udt(X,r) = (X2/r2) + (l-N1)k7H{a-r) .where His

the Heaviside step function. Four different levels for k2 , corresponding to different

impact parameters, are shown, (b) Ray paths associated with the four situations in (a). 1:

subcritical incidence; 2: critical incidence; 3: supncritical incidence; 4: edge incidence.

Fig. 2: Lowest-order ( p = 2)farside ray path, with 20, +2 ( ;r -20 2 )= x+6 .

Fig. 3: (a) Comparison of exact polarization I gain function Ci(Mie) with subtracted gain

functions to orders P « 2 and P = 100 , for N = 0.75 . 0 = 1,000. (b) Effect on

Ci(Mic) of increasing number of subtractions, for N = 0.75 , fi = 10,000 . To avoid

overlap, the curves have been offset by varying amounts.

Fig. 4: Same as Fig. 3(a) for polarization 2, with p = 5,000. The curve for P = 2 is

plotted at a different scale (indicated on the right) to facilitate the comparison.

Fig. 5: Same as Fig. 3(a) for the cosine of the phase difference , with p = 100. For

P = 2, a different scale (indicated on the right) is employed, to facilitate the comparison.

Fig. 6: Exact and subtracted (P= MX)) scattering data, with /V = 0.75 and /J= 1 .(XX).

(a) G\ ;(b) Gz ; <c) cos Ó .

Fig. 7: An incident ray AB with 0, > 9C is not geometrically reflected as the ray BE :

instead, il tunn.-is uno the sphere ;ind travels tii-j additional arc UC (asiouaicd with the



Coos-1 lanchen angular displacement óO't'" ) before re-.-nierging at the angic of reflection

OK ( ray CD ).

Fig. 8: Trie function |P(v*)| and its asymptotic limit -§w\ . A FresncI diffraction pattern is

rent shown for comparison.

I. I :

Fig. 9: Comparison between subtracted Mie results to order P = 100 and the W K 3

approximation, for N = 0 .75, P - 5,000 . The angular width parameter 1) is defined by

(7.2). (a) (7 , (0 .0 ) : (b) G 2 ( / » . 0 ) : ( c ) cos<5(/J,0) .

>am Fig. 10: Comparison between subtracted Mic results to order P - 100 and the P O A and

° n MPOA. for N = 0.75, /J = 5.000. (a) (7,(0,0) ; (b) C,(/J,0); (c) cosS{p,8) .

oid

Fig. 11: Comparison between subtracted Mie results to order P = 100 and the CAM

approximation. Tor N = 0.75, p = 1,000 . The POA and the WKB approximations are

i s also shown, (a) C,(/J,0) ;(b) Cx(0.0);(c) cos5(/?,0) .

Fig. 12: Same as Fig. II. for /?= 10,000 .

For

Fig 13: Contributions to gf(p,O)- ^Gt(p,Ó) .forthe CAM approximation, from partial

reflection (PR), direct transmission (ÜT) and total reflection (TR). and. for the I*OA, from
W.

refection (R) and transmission (Y). for /J = I .<XX) .(a) for j = 1; (b) for; = 2.

Fig. 14:S.imeasFig 13. for p= 10.000.
E :

the
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Fig. 15: Plots of / , ($„) • defined by Eq. IB 1), for V = 0.75. 0 = 80° and various

values of p . For p —• «» , the single zero of this function approaches 6C = sin"' .V .
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